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The Honourable Alastair W. Gillespie
Minister of Energy, Mines and Resources
House of Commons
Ottawa

Sir.
In accordance with sub-section 75 (3) of

the Financial Administration Act, we hereby
submit the Annual Report of Atomic Energy
of Canada Limited for the fiscal year ended
31 March 1976, together with the financial
statements and Auditor's Report.

There were a number of changes in the
Board of Directors during the year. The
position of Chairman of the Board, created
in 1974. was filled with the election of Ross
Campbell, formerly Canadian Ambassador
to Japan. Four new Directors were ap-
pointed: Harry W. Macdonell. partner in the
Toronto legal firm of McCarthy and McCar-
thy; Robert B. Taylor, Chairman of Ontaric
Hydro; Gordon M. MacNabb. Deputy Minis-
ter of Energy, Mines and Resources, and
Thomas L. Shoyama, Deputy Minister of
Finance. It was with regret that we accepted
the resignation of vvon F. DeGuise, a
member of the Board and of its Executive
Committee since 1971.

For AECL it was a year of steady
progress. There were, however, some de-
velopments of more than ordinary signifi-
cance. One was the addition to the
Company's holdings of the Port Hawkes-
bury heavy ..ater plant, purchased from
Canadian General Electric Company Li-
mited and transferred to AECL management
in May 1975. At the Glace Bay heavy water
plant construction was virtually completed
and operation of one of the two units was
started toward a target of first production of
heavy water in mid-1976.

The 2000-megawatt Pickering A'
nuclear-electric generating station of On-
tario Hydro produced 15 per cent of the
energy supplied by the utility, despite the fact
that Unit No. 4 was out of service most of
the year for identification and replacement
of 56 pressure tubes. Units 1, 2 and 3
achieved an average capacity factor of 85
per cent. By January 1976 the station had
produced more than 50 billion kilowatt
hours, the first nuclear-electric station in the
world to reach this plateau.

Not to be overlooked are the good
performance records of the two older,
smaller stations in Ontario. Douglas Point,
now in its tenth year, had a capacity factor of
71 per cent while serving in a unique role as
a source of both steam for the Bruce heavy
water plant and electricity for the Ontario
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Hydro grid. In its 13th year of operation,
Canada's first nuclear power plant, NPD,
had a capacity factor of better than 80 per
cent.

Construction of the first two 750-mega-
watt units at Ontario Hydro's Bruce gener-
ating station neared completion. Satisfactory
progress was made on the 2000-megawatt
Pickering 'B' station and on Hydro-Quebec's
600-megawatt Gentilly-2 unit. Construction
began of a similar unit for the New Brunswick
Electric Power Commission at Point
Leareau on the Bay of Fundy. Manitoba
Hydro began preliminary studies directed
toward the introduction of nuclear-electric
generation in that province in the late 1980s.

In common with other enterprises involv-
ing large capital expenditures, nuclear
powar plans and programs in 1975-76 felt
the influence of economic restraint, with
limitations on finances necessitating in
some cases the protraction of project con-
struction schedules and in others the post-
ponement of commitments. Despite the
slow-down, nuclear power in Canada over
the next severai years will continue to
expand and mature at a steady rate. The
only concern is whether the growth will be
sufficient to meet the demand now that most
other domestic energy sources are facing
problems of long-tern availaDility.

Canada signed bilateral safeguards
agreements in January 1976 with Argentina
and the Republic of Korea. Renegotiation of
the terms of the contraci with the Comision
Nacional ds Energia Atomica of Argentina
for the 600-megi'watt Cordoba unit, to
reflect the effects of worldwide inflation,
was opened during the year. Work on the
Wolsung unit for the Korea Electric Com-
pany began toward the end of the year. In
several other countries there was increased
interest in the Canadian CANDU system as
the CANDU showpiece, Pickering, con-
tinued to add to ils good performance record
and demonstrate the efficiency and econ-
omics of the system.

In the Company's research and develop-
ment laboratories, the main emphasis was
on refining and improving still further the
CANDU-PHW system, to expand, step by
hard-earned step, the realization of tne sys-
tem's very considerable potential. Other
important subjects receiving attention, and



directly linked with ths work on power
reactors, were heavy water, in particular
production processes; nuclear safety in all
its aspects, including the management of
radioactive wastes, and the laying of the
foundation for development of advanced
fuel cycles that would extend nuclear fuel
resources far into the future, in these
programs, and others as well, there was
active and valuable participation by gov-
ernment departments and agencies, electric
utilities, private industry and universities.
One of the positive features of the Canadian
r.uclear program has been and continues to
be th" integration of effort by all sectors of
the nuclear community.

At this time, when there is concern about
Canada's balance of payments, it is worth
noting once again that the Commercial
Products group of AECL makes a modest
but important contribution to Canada's ex-
port trade: in 1975-76 the group did more
than 90 per cent of its nearly S16 million in
business outside the country.

The group handles the production and
sale world-wide of equipment utilizing radio-
isotopes and radiation. During the year
there were several highlights in this activity.
One was the receipt of the largest single
order to date: from the Brazilian Ministry of
Health for cancer iherapy equipment and
cobalt-60 sources to a total value of S1.7
million. Another was the doubling over the
previous year of radioisotope sales, due
largely to an increased demand for
molybdenum-99, an isotope widely used in
nuclear medicine that is produced in the
Chalk River reactors and processed and
shipped by Commercial Products. Commer-
cial Products also delivered their first com-
mercial linear accelerators for the treatment
of cancer, to hospitals in Tenon, France, and
London, Ontario. Orders were received for
another 11 accelerators and indications are
that these machines soon will take their
place alongside cobalt-60 equipment as
major items on CP's product list.

Aimost since its inception nuclear power
has had its critics. More recently the opposi-
tion has taken the form of protest move-
ments. The summer of 1975 saw the
formation of a coalition of anti-nuclear
groups in Canada who are seeking to stir
public concern over nuclear policy and
programs. Issues are radiation hazards to
the public; the safe disposal of radioactive
residues from reactor operations; pro-
liferation of nuclear weapons bv misuse by
nations of nuclear equipment, materials,
and know-how, and the supposed attrac-

tiveness of nuclear facilities and materials
to saboteurs and terrorists.

AECL, together with many other organiza-
tions around the world, for many years has
directed important programs toward
minimizing health hazards and developing
safe ways to store radioactive materials.
There is no reason why nuclear power
should not continue to have an exemplary
safety record and there are very adequate
means for ultimate disposal of radioactive
residues. The risks and consequences of
misuse of nuclear power facilities and
materials are greatly exaggerated by the
critics. They are oasically political rather
than technical problems. In the latter re-
spect. Canada is co-operating with other
nations to apply safeguards that will enable
the world to enjoy the benefits of nuclear
power with minimum risk of abuse. AECL
is collaborating with oihar groups to develop
the technical measures that will support the
pol'tical arrangements.

These matters are certainly deserving of
public examination and judgment. It will be
3ssential for AECL to continue to provide
accurate information to the public in this
sphere.

It is going to take a while, and it is not
going to be easy, for the public at large to
separate evidence from allegations and for
a national consensus to emerge. When it
does, we are confident it will show that
Canadians have recognized that the be-
nefits of nuclear power far outweigh 'he
risks and that nuclear power must and will
share to an increasing extent in meeting the
energy needs of the country.

Ross Campbell
Chairman of the Board

J. S. Foster
President
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Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited is a
Crown company incorporated in February
1952 under the Companies Act (Canada
Corporations Act) pursuant to the Atomic
Energy Control Act. It is an agent for all its
purposes of the Crown and the shares of the
company, with the exception of the quali-
fying shares of the directors, are held by
a Minister of the Crown in trust for Her
Majesty.

The member of the Privy Council desig-
nated by the Governor in Council as the
Minister for the purposes of the Atomic
Energy Control Act is the Minister of Energy.
Mines and Resources, the Honourable
Alastair W. Gillespie.

AECL is responsible for research into and
development of peaceful uses of atomic
energy, in particular the development of
nuclear power systems to meet Canadian
needs and improved applications of radio-
isotopes and radiation.

The fulfillment of this role has required
AECL to pursue a wide range of activities,
from basic science to wholly commercial
operations. In doing this, AECL has
emerged as a multi-site, multi-division com-
pany that:

1. operates laboratories for fundamental
and applied research and engineering
development;

2. provides nuclear consulting services as
required:

3. markets nuclear power stations, com-
ponents and technology:

4. designs and builds prototype nuclear
power stations, in co-operation with
electric utilities and private industry;

5. has responsibility for the construction
and operation of heavy water pro-
duction plants:

6. provides for a supply of heavy water to
satisfy nuclear power station require-
ments;

7. undertakes and co-ordinates 'he de-
velopment oi heavy water technology;

8. designs, manufactures and markets
equipment foi the utilization of radio-
isotopes and radiation for medical and
industrial purposes,

9. produces and markets radioisotopes:
10. effects scientific and technological ex-

change agreements with counterpart
agencies in other countries;

11. enters into co-operative research and
development contracts with industry
and universities;

12. engages in the conl.nuous transfer to
the private sector of technology de-
veloped in ARCL laboratories:

13. makes available its special facilities and
expertise to assist
a) industry in developing manufacturing

capability to meet nuclear quality
specifications;

b) utilities in putting nuclear energy to
practical use:

c) universities in scientific studies and
experiments, and

d) other government departments . ,d
agencies in their operations and
services.

The main research and development
centres of the company are the Chalk River
Nuciear Laboratories (CRNL). Chalk River.
Ontario, and Whiteshell Nuciear Research
Establishment (WNRE). Pinawa. Manitoba.
Programs at these two sites are closely
co-ordinated and embrace a wide range of
disciplines. Jointly the laboratories support
current and near-term commitments and
provirJe the bases for future developments.

The Power Projects Group, with design
offices and a development laboratory in
Mississauga and a design office in Montreal,
is responsible for nuclear power system
design, nuclear consulting services and the
development and testing of major equip-
ment items for nuclear power plants. Power
Projects also has responsibility for project
management of prototype nuclear power
stations and of overseas projects.

Commercial Products, with offices and a
manufacturing plant at South March, On-
tario, and a laboratory in Ottawa, processes
and markets radioisotopes and develops,
designs, manufactures and sells related
equipment and services.

Also in Ottawa are the Head Office of
AECL and the Heavy Water Projects offices.
The former provides over-all direction and
administration of the company's activities
and is the headquarters for nuclear power
marketing. The latter has responsibly for
the management of the AECL:Ontario
Hydro Heavy Water Pooi and for the
administration of the AECL heavy water
program. Thi3 program inlcudes long-range
supply and demand planning, heavy water
production technology development, design
and control of new plant construction pro-
jects and the- operation of heavy water
plants.



Nuclear Power

Although the gao between energy costs
from nuclear and fossil fuel sources ap-
peared to be widening, in favour of the
former, capital spending restraints imposed
on utilities during the year compelled a
stretch-out of plans for nuclear power plant
growth.

On the Ontario Hydro system Pickering
electricity production costs reflected the
economic advantage of nuclear generation.
Based on the current cost of replacement
coal, it is now estimated that the 2000-
megawatt station has saved about S500
million over the last three years. Pickering
produced 15.2 per cent of the electricity
supplied by Ontario Hydro during 1975-76
and the two smaller plants. Douglas Pom!
andNPD. brought this total to 16.1 percent.

Cost of power from Pickering in 1975-76
was 9.8 mills per kilowatt hour. If the 2000-
megawatt Lambton station, a coal-burning
plant of similar vintage, had been required to
operate at the same capacity factor the cost
of its electricity would have been 13.5 mills
perkWh.

As a result of aggregate spending cuts of
S6.4 billion, completion dates of nuclear
plants, in the Ontario Hydro program have
been extended by one or two years. Similar
financial restraints are being experienced by

utilities in other provinces.
While such p. assures could continue

adversely to i. ffect nuclear development in
the short term, the influence of rising oil gnd
coal prices will eventually demonstrate the
long-term economic advantage of nuclear
power.

The rising costs of design development
and the supporting research base for nu-
clear power have made it particularly impor-
tant to find ways in which economies can be
made in reactor systems engineering. One
of the most significant means is by repli-
cation, and the development of the standar-
dized CANDU 600 is being actively pursued
byAECL.

POWER PLANT PERFORMANCE

Pickering A'
Ontario Hydros Pickering generating sta-
tion retained its place among the world s
largest producers of nuclear electricity, dr-
spite the fact that one unit was out of serv^e
most of the year for pressure tube replace-
ment, and :n January 1976 statistics showed
Pickering with the highest total lifetime
output of all nuclear power plan's.

The year's capacity factor for Pickering
was a disappointing 63 per cent. Unit 4 was
shut down for almost all of the period.

CANDU Reactors in Operation, Under Construction,

Name*

NPD

Douglas Point

Pickering A

Gentilly 1

KANUPP

RAPP 1

RAPP 2

Bruce A

Gentilly ?

Point Lepreau

Cordoba

Pickering B

Woisung 1

druce B

Darlinoton

Location

Ontario

Ontario

Ontario

Quebec

Pakistan

India

India

Ontario

Quebec

New Brunswick

Argentina

Ontario

Korea

Ontario

Ontario

TOTAL

"NPD Nuclear Power fj^monstration
KANUPP Karachi Nudoar Power Project
RAPP Rajasthan Atomic: Power Project

Power
MWe net

22

208

J14 x 4

250

125

203

203

745 x A

600

600

600

514 x 4

600

750 x 4

800 x 4

16,703

, Committed and Pianned

Nuclear
Designer'

AECL and CGE

AECL

AECL

AECL

CGE

AECL

AECL

AECL

AECL

AECL

AECL

AECL

AECL

AECL

AECL

Date of
first power

1962

1967

1971-73

1971

1971

1972

-

1976-79

1979

1980

1980

1981-03

1981

1983-86

1986-88

'AECL Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
CGE Canadian General Electric Company Limited



having a capacity factor of only 0.5 per cent.
Tha other three units performed well with
capacity factors of 84.y. 84.6. and 62.3 per
cent being achieved and correspondingly
high availability factors for the nuclear
steam supply system of 98.3. 98.4 and 99.5
per cent. Lifetime capacity factoi for the
punt (excluding the six-month strike in
1972) is73.P,-ercpnt.

Tfie same problem of high residual stress
in pressure tubes which plagued Unit 3 in
1974-75 was identified in Unit 4 when it
was shut down early in April. Until then the
unit had a remarkable lifetime capacity
factor of 93 per cent since it started up in
1973. Caused by improper joints between
the tubes and their end fittings, the stress
had resulted in leaks in only two tubes but
50 others were identified as potential leak-

ers and it was decided to replace all 52
tubes. Special tools and equipment were
built for this task, which occupied most of
the year. The replacement program was
completed in March 19/6 and the unit was
put back into service on 25 March

Douglas Point
The 200-megawatt Douglas Po;r,' pinni
achieved an overall capacity factoi of 71
per cent in 1975 About 55 per cent of the
energy was supplied to the Bruce heavy
water plant as steam and the remainder was
led to the Ontario Hydro grid as electricity
The plant s total contribution was the equi-
valent of burning 22 million barrels of oil or
600.000 tons of coal.

During the year a full-scale decontamin-
ation of the primary coolant circuit was dnno

using the recently developed CAN-DECON
process This chemical decontamination
complemented earlier cyclical decomamin-
alions and was successful in substantially
teducing radiation levels m the station

Apart Irom its role as an energy producer
and training centre, the plant continues to be
useful as a test bed V?nous new fuel
designs, including enriched fuel to achieve
abnormally high power, are being tested in
the reactor

The Pickering generating station of Ontario
Hydro is being doubled in size by the addition of
four more 500-megawatt CANDU reactors Ihe
reactor ituilding and turbine foundation of Unit 5
can be seen in the photograph. The units will be
brougiit into service in the years 1981-83.



Gentilly-1
The program of ,-ecommissioning the proto-
type CANDU-BLW station was continued
through the year. Delays to this program
were occasioned by slowdowns and a
subsequent strike by the Hydro-Guebec site
staff.

In May 1975 the reactor was brought up to
40 per cent power, the level at which
electrical generation is started. It was then
found that steam pressure transients follow-
ing a turbine trip resulted in reactor shut-
down. Further operation of the turbine was
halted while modifications were made to
reduce these steam pressure transients.
Modification work continues while the reac-
tor is operated at 40 per cent of full power to
permit recommissioning of t!'e nuclear
steam supply systems. On completion of the
modifications the turbine will be commis-
sioned up to full power.

NPD
The NPD reactor, now in its 14th year of
operation, in 1975 acnieved a net capacity
factor in excess of 30 per cent for the
second year in a row. This performance is
all the more impressive when it is consi-
dered that the reactor is used for training
utility operators, producing radioisotopes
and conducting experimental programs on
fuels, structural ma'erials and reactor sys-
lems. Since 1971, 2.4 million curies of
cobalt 60 have been oroduced in NPD, and
about half the reactor core now consists of
slightly enriched fuel bundles to compen-
sate for the cobalt loading.

Following the detection of cracks in ihe
pressure tubes of the Picks ring 3 reactor,
four NPD tubes (two Zircaloy-2 and two
zirconium-niobium) were thoroughly ex-
amined but no cracks were detected. NPD
experience demonstrates that high capacity
factors can be sustained in inature CANDU
reacrors.

T

An aerial view or the GentHly site, on the St.
Lawrence river nesr Trois-Rivieres. In the fore-
ground is Gentilly-1, the prototype boiling light
vaster cooled CANDU unit owned by AECL and
operated by Hydro-Quebec. In the background
is Gentilly-2. first of the standardized 600-
megawatt GANDU-FHW series. G-2 is being built
by Hydro-Quebec, with AcCL acting as nuclear
engineering consultant

The upper photo gives a closer view ofcons-
tructior of Gentilly-2. The steelwork is for the
turbine hall and service ouilding.



ENGINEERING SERVICES it was possible to employ revised rolling
Bruce 'A' procedures. The pn ysure tube installation
I he In si unit ol this 30(10 meqawalt station for Unit 3 was completed during the year
w.i-,uiic|iu.illy scheduled lor sUirl-upm Unit 4 reactor building and powerhouse
Amjusl l!)/ii and commissioning is well structures were completed.
ii'uli'i w.iy It ;s now expected Ih;.. the unit Bruce A' will also supply steam to the
will (uudiiri' its lust eleclucity in the Inttot heavy water production plants and connec-
li.iil nl Wh'O .mil hi declared "in seivice ' in lions have been made for steam and waler
Ihr lust hall ol I!!// Sliess relieving ol the condensate return
I'U'ssuic lubes in Ixill1 Uiiils I and 2 was
i oiii|ilcli'(l duiinu the yeai Thiswas .oneto GentiIly-2
. ivoi.liiio i.'i.u'Knu) problems encoi/ileied in Gentilly-2 is the first of the standard
tin- I Vki'iiiui le.ictois wlui.ii utilized the 600-megawatt units. It is being built by
•.line nuleii.Js and installation pioceduies Hydro-Quebec on a site adjacent to
It has also lu'en necessary 10 10-wiie the Genti'ly-1. near Tro'S-Rivieres.
teai'toi sliuldovMi systems to satistv loused Engineering work is well advanced and
Mivnsiiiii ie-.|uiit'i!)enls oi ihe Atomic Pneiav most ol the equipment has been ordered
i\'pii oi t'H\!ui 1 tuis(i and otfu f̂ moaifica- S.tc construction has reached the pom!
!VMIS Mav e meant seme Je!a\ -1 L̂ moine, t^e v%'iere cnajor epuipmer't instai>a*iOr' car

'« si urn! into opoiation L~eo n Date of 'us! electricity is now
v\vns'.uk'tior proof ess or' Lln ts ̂  .vio 4 >s expectec 'o be October 19̂ "9

s.i::s'.u-vi\ I desi- r,\u-;o-s v\e'e -vv, tuL'eJ W-'.i :'"e excernor, of detailed desigr- o'
\\ 'v'> !'ie t'.' .k'i\.i\; L'li'i'nv o.vv te >jr'. so •^ez-^i-mza. cor^oonents and confoi 5 /s-

Generating Station of Ontario Hydro <-, rnj;irinrj
completion on ihb \hore-, of Lfsfe Huron vnd r,
scheduled for ̂ tan-up m the fhii of i r)7t, lh<;
o'ner three units -//ill t>e commr^jon^d dunnq tht:
/zar-i up to ':

rj7r4 / feature of the r,lhUon //<// b'i
'j'-e supply of procei', ^learri for the nf,arb/ r,t-'>u/



Canada s first nuclear power sranon. called
Nuclear Powe demonstration, has now been in
operation lor 14 years In 1975-76 it exceeded 80
per cen' capacity lortne second year in succes-
sion.

The reinforced shell ot the reactor building at
Point Lepreau. N.B was completed in ;ust 18
days, using the slip-form method The
60ij-megawett CANDU station is being bu.lt by
the New Brunswick Electric Power Commission

tems directly related to the reac!or. the fuel
handling system and safety analysis, ail
engineering work for this and the other
600-megawatt projects is being progres-
sively transferred to the Montreal office.

Point Lepreau
A construction license for the 600-megawatt
Point Lepreau generating station in New
Brunswick was issued in May 1975 by the
Atomic Energy Control Boaru and work
started immediately. By the fall of the year
the base slab for the r.actor building was
complete but labour troubles !hen caused

10

some delay in the construction schedule.
Engineering for 1ne station nuclear steam

supply, which is a standard 6C0-megawatt
system identical to trrat oi Gentilly-2. is now
well advf ced.

Pickering 'B'
Duplication of the A' siation on the same
site was authorized by the Ontario Hydro
Board in j Jy 1974. The original authori-
zation called for the first unit to be in service
in 1980 but this has now bee*! delayed !o
1981.

Design work for Pickering B' has gone



ahead rapidly The station is a virtual
duplicate of Pickering A except for the
reactor, which is based on the standard
600-megawatt design, and for some control
and fuel handling equipment.

Ontario Hydro is design"ig the process
system, which was formerly ai, AECL re-
sponsibilty. and this has necessitated a
greater degree of design team collaboration
between the two organizations

Concrete work for Unit 5. first of the four
units in the'B' station, is on schedule. By
31 March the calandria vault walls had been
completed and were ready for the liner. Unit
6 base slab was completed, with pouring of
the perimeter walls scheduled to start early
in April. By 31 March 129.000 cubic yards of
concrete, representing 34 per cent of the
total for the whole project, had been placed.

Bruce B'
A license tc construct Bruce B\ a duplicate
ot the Bruce A1 station, was issued by the

Atomic Energy Control Board in June 1975
and the project was authorized by ' h e
Ontario Hydro Board and Minister o! Energy
later in the year. The four units are
scheduled to go into operation succ vssively
in the period 1983 to <98S.

Engineering work has started !or the
project and Ontario Hydro has ordered the
reactor vessels and steam generators The
only significant change from the Bmce A
design is the use of adjuster rods in the
reactor in place of booster rods to provide
extra reactivity following a shutdown

Power Projects
A large domestic program, two overseas
orders and the need to provide technical
assistance to the marketing program placed
heavy demands on I he engineering capa-
bility of Power P;ojects during the /ear
Additional accommodation for engineering
staff ai the Toronto location was obtained

The Sheridan Park Development

Laboratory has been extended and some of
the equipment modified. The labora'ory.
principally a mechanical and hydiau'ic test
facility, provides support lor engineering
design and facilities for the developmer I of
nuclear power plant equipment A
918-square-metre extension and two new
loop facilities have been added

Power Projects Montreal began operation
in July 1975 Its responsibility is engineering
and pro|ecl management of 600-megawatt
fjroierts. which induce Gentilly-2. Lepreau.
Cordoba tArgentmai and Wolsung NPP
i South Korea i A small number of senior
omployees from Sheridan Park formed the
nucleus of the Montreal office By early 1976
the office had been built up to a staff ot
about 100

Studies of design improvements for a
station similar to Bruce B are being made
• oi Ontario H> dro This work .s directed to
the proposed Darlington generating station
which is schedulec for the mid-1980s but
has yet to receive Ontario Hydro Board
approval Hems of equipment which need to
be ordered many years in ao r,. nee are
being identified and rendering cv.cumenls
prepared

Preliminary engineering is also v<-'".' wry
for a 1250-megawalt nuclear steam su; . ,•
system The design has been evo'ved from
the Bruce and Pickering designs The
increase in power output is achiev^c1 by
increasing the number of fuel channels The
study will result in a proposal for future
submission to the Ontario Hydro Boaid

Power Projects supplied engineering ser-
vices to Bntish teams involved in the UK s
Steam Generating Heavy Water reactor
design and to AECL Marketing for their work
with interested countries In addition, a
technical symposium on CANDU was held
in Manitoba and detailed discussions were
held with groups and individuals from
numerous organizations interested in the
CANDU system.

Under construction at the Pickering generating
station is an auxiliary spent fuel bay scheduled
for completion in 1977. Measuring 33 by 17
metres, the bay is made of reinforced concrete in
the form of a double tank, one inside the other,
thus provioing double containment and an intei-
space lor leakage collection and detection.
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EXPORT

Cordoba
AECL. in partnership with I'Rlimpian'i. is
supplying a 600-megawalt nuclear oower
station tc Argentina Sue work on. the station
in Cordoba province has been under way
since early 1975 The reactor building base
slab was complete by the end of 1975 and
service building excavalion and turbine
uuilding foundation work were well ad-
vanced.

In January 1976 a safeguards agreement

was signed by Canada and the Republic o'
Argentina Completion of this agreement
enabled AECL to proceed wilh shipment o;
equipment to the site. Over S45 million of
equipment is on ordei from companies in
Canada

The commercial contract with ihe Argen-
tine National Atomic Energy Commission is
being re-negotiated to take account of the
unexpectedly high rate oi world inflation.

Wolsur.g NPP
Safeguards agreements were completed

between the Governments o! Canada and
the Republic of Korea on 26 January 1976.
clearing the way for the contrac! to go into
effect lor AECL to supply a 600-megawatt
station to the Korea Electric Company.

Detailed site investigation for the proiect.
named Wolsung Nuclear Power Plant,
started early in 1976 The plant will be built
on the southeast coast of Korea and is
scheduled to begin operation in 1982

The design of Wolsung NPP :s based on
the standard CANDU-600 design, for which
Gentilly-2 is the lead station.

The automated fuelling machine at the face of the
Bruce reactor is programmed to toad new fuel
into the pressure tubes. A similar machine at the
other face of the reactor accepts the spent fuel
for transport to ihe spent fuel bay. Thus optimum
reactivity is maintained without the need to
shut-down the reactor and greater utilization of
the natural uranium fuel is obtained.
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Heavy Water

The Heavy Water Projects group of AECL
has responsibility for identifying the de-
mands for heavy water created by the
CANDU reactor program and for the acqui-
sition and management of the material
neressary to meet those demands. Re-
sponsibility extends to the construction and
operation of heavy water production plants,
the administration of a heavy water tech-
nology development program and the pro-
duction, purchase, storage and marketing of
heavy water.

In discharging this responsibly. Heavy
Water Projects operates a 400-megagram-
per-annum plant at Port Hawkesbury,
Nova Scotia, is in the process of commis-
sioning another 400-Mg-per-annum plant
at Glace Bay, Nova Scotia, and is con-
structing an 800-Mg-per-annum plant
at Gentilly, Quebec.

Projects
The reconstruction of the Glace Bay heavy
water plant, which was started in 19^ , was
essentially complete by the end of 1975, at
which time all remaining systems were
handed over from Construction to the Oper-
ation organization. Some residual painting
and insulation work still remained to be
completed during the spring of 1976.

Re-negotiation of an agreement with the
local construction unions, complicated by a
strike in mid-year, delayed completion of the
plant and start of commissioning and re-
sulted in first production of heavy water
having to be postponed into 1976. Commis-
sioning and start-up activities dominated the
latter part of 1975 as systems were readied
for the first unloading of hydrogen sulfide
gas in September. Final leak testing in the
first of the two GS process units was
completed early in 1976 and H2S was first
introduced into the unit by the end of
January. By mid-March 1976, the process
unit was operating satisfactorily, building
inventory in preparation for starting feed to
the finishing unit, where reactor grade water
is finally produced.

Negotiations for the purchase of the Port
Hawkesbury heavy water plant from Cana-
dian General Electric Company Limited
were completed and Heavy Water Projects
took over responsibility for the operation of
the plant in May 1975. After a maintenance
shutdown of the plant in mid-summer,
start-up and build-up to full production were
hindered by plant equipment failures and
steam and power supply interruptions. In
January 1976 a boiler in the Nova Scotia
Power Commission's Point Tupper station

incurred considerable damage durinrj
start-up and is expected to be out-of-service
for approximately one year. Arrangements
are being made with the NSPC to obtain
alternative means of steam supply to the
heavy water plant.

After a year of satisfactory progress in
design, equipment manufacture and site
construction work on the La Prade heavy
water plant, a major re-scheduling of the
project was required as a result of the
restraints imposed on expenditures on the
plant in 1976-77. This has resulted in a
30-month protraction of the construction
schedule and plant start-up is now tenta-
tively scheduled for 1981. The Operations
Group was disbanded for approximately two
years, with most going to fill vacancies at the
operating plants or with the Plant Projects
organization

PRODUCTION AND SUPPLY

Heavy Water Projects, in addition to the
administration and execution of the AECL
heavy water program, is responsible for the
management of the Ontario Hydro/AECL
Heavy Water Pool Agreement. This agree-
ment was designed to ensure that the
requirements of the partners' separate pro-
grams would be equitably satisfied within
the constraints of overall supply. All heavy

At the Glace Bay heavy water plant the North
GS unit, r .mprising the six towers in the centre,
went into operation early in 1976 and commis-
sioning started of We South unit, the four towers
on the right. Er.iched water from the GS units is
fed to the vacuum distillation unit, on the left, for
final processing to reactor-grade purity.
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Above. Reactor-grade deuterium oxide is
drummed at the Port Hawkesbury heavy water
plant.

Right. A successful combination are the Bruce
heavy water plant and nearby Douglas Point
nuciear power station. During 197t>-76. 55 per
:ent ol Douglas Point's energy output was
supplied as steam to the heavy water plant,
which had its most productive year yet.

water produced by either party as well as
that purchased from foreign sources is
"ons^nec1 to the Pool, from where it is
released to meet each partners require-
ments in conformity with a previously estab-
lished list of prioi ity demands.

During the year AECL produced 107
megagrams at the Port Hawkesbury plant,
this quantity being sold to the Pool together
with 37 Mg produced at the plant oefore its
sale to AECL in May. In addition, both the
Port Hawkesbury and Glace Bay plants
were involved in the upgrading of 42 Mg of
heavy water contained in intermediate pro-
duction from Ontario Hydro s Bruce heavy
water plant.

The Bruce heavy water plant continued to
produce at well above the expected per-
formance levels. The plant has produced at
a lifetime capacity of 72 per cent since
start-up in June 1973 and during 1975-76
operated at 86 per cent.

Total heavy water purchased by the Pool
during the year amounted to 911 mega-
grams and was made up of 711 Mg from
Bruce. 144 Mg from Port Hawkesbury.
50 ivlg from the USSR a.id six Mg from
Norway.

From the Pool. 631 Mg were sold to
Ontario Hydro and 230 Mg to AECL. Of the
AECL heavy water. 35 Mg were devoled to
reactor make-up while five Mg were sold to
Pakistan to meet make-up requirements for
the KANUPP reactor.

DEVELOPMENT

All heavy water produced in Canada is
produced m plants using the wate'-
hyd'ogen sulfide process. Dr -^opment
work is aimed primarily at mci casing the
productivity of plants using this process and.
secondarily, at developing improved pro-
cesses for producing heavy water Wh 'e
most of this activity is centred at CRNL and
WNRE. there is important development
work in progress; at heavy water plant sites,
in private "^dustry and at universities.
Significant scope exists for impro"ing pro-
ductivity by increasing plant equipment
reliability, the fraction of design extraction
and. to a lesser extent, the process feed-
water flow rate.

Advances are being made in instru-
mentation to monitor heavy water plant
performance. Gamma-ray scanning con-
tinues to prove its versatility as a tool for
stuoying the hydraulics and fouling of
operating sieve trays. The results of gamma
scans have provided a basis for modification
of trays in the plant at Port Hawkesbury. The
technology of gamma scanning has been
transferred to h Canadian contractor who is
now providing a custom gamma-scanning
service to heavy water plants and other
industry.

An ultrasonic correlation flowmeter is
being tested in two heavy water plants. This
device shows promise for applications in
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which a high degree of accuracy an . ability
to withstand harsh chemical environments
are required.

On-line deuterium analysis of a heavy
water plant effluent sample stream was
achieved for the first time using a mass
spectrometer. This instrument is a valuable
looi for observing tower response to
changes in flow rates of gas or liquid in the
tower. An instrument manufacturer in the
private sector is now building mass spec-
trometers for deuterium analysis based on
technology transferred from AECL.

Under a joint program with Ontario Hydro,
one heavy water piant tower has been
extensively instrumented to permit a better
assessment of tray effeciency and other
parameters which affect production rate.
The work is being complemented by

steady-stale and dynamic mathematical
modelling oi tower peiformance.

Work continued on the development of
improved instrumentation for measuring
trace quantities of hydrogen sulfide in tha air
and in plant effluent. Stnsmg devices to
identify hydrogen sulfide leaks are under-
going tests.

The development of improved mechanical
components mceasas productivity through
higher equipment reliability. Compressor
and pump seals with low leak rates and high
running life, control valves and gasketing
materials with reduced leakage rates and
heat exchangers with low maintenance
requirements are all areas i_? development.

Corrosion of steel, particularly carbon
steel, and subsequent deposition of iron
sulfides is a continuing problem which is

An operator chocks the control panel of the
Gas Dispersion System, an additional salsly
system installed at [he Glace Bay heavy water
plant
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being attacked on several fronts. In the
laboratories the corrosion rales of various
materials under various environments and
the pprameters affecting stress corrosion
cracking are under study. Methods of pro
ducing a protective corrosion product film
and the effectiveness of ihe film in prevent-
ing fuiiher corrosion are under evaluation.
The effects of process feedwater quality and
other chemical parameters on iron sulfide
solubility are being investigated. Progress is
also being made in the characterization of
corrosion products and deposits ;n heavy
water plants and the determination of the
behaviour of the various phases of iron
sulfides.

There is scope for significant increases in
plant production through improved tray per-
formance. The measurement of tray perfor-
mance in operating heavy water plants, pilot

plants and latcr.'itory i.gs is a major pro-
gram and is ijro\ OIP-:J new insights into the
roleof enlrair.T ru. froth characteristics and
other factors on hydraulic and mass transfer
behaviour.

A traner-rnounted heavy water pilot plant
began operation at CRNL Its initial experi-
mental program is aimed at a better under-
standing ot the factors controlling deuterium
exchangs on the sieve trays, since improv-
ing the exchange efficiency could increase
heavy water production by at least 10 per
cent. Pilot piant tests have provided the first
direct measurement of tray efficiency for this
process and have shown that the v.ater-
nydrogen sulfide system is inherently foamy
at process conditions, even with pure ingre-
dients. The trailer-mounting will enable the
pilot plant to be moved to heavy water plants
for on-site investigations.

Left. This trailer-mounted pilot plant is used to
study the factors affecting foaming and efficiency
of sieve trays in heavy water plants.

Above. In one o! the trailers is a test column
where visual observation, along with instrument
measurements, enables precise characterization
of hydrogen sulfide-water foams on sieve trays.
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/I method of analyzing heavy water plant water
tor sulfur is under development at CRNL using
this micro-coulometnc analyzer

New information from the operation of
production plants allows continued tuning of
the computer-simulation ot the process to
describe plant behaviour more accurately.
As a result, the normal distribution of sieve
trays between the hot and cold towers was
changed in the design of the La Prade plant
to yield an expected one per cent gain in
production at no extra cost. In the Bruce
plant mathematical simulation resulted in an
improved temperature profile in the cold
tower and in a method of returning partially
processed water to the plant that minimizes
lost production.

Several new types of packing for the
water distillation units which are used for
final enrichment of heavy water show prom-
ise of effecting capital cost reductions.

Very small amounts of impurities in the
process feedwater and in other process
streams in heavy water plants have been
shown frequently to have an important
effect on foaming and in deposition of solids
in the process. A continuing program of
sampling and analysis of plant process
streams, including the development of im-
proved sampling and analytical techniques,
is providing a basis for a better under-

standing of the role of plant chemistry and
how it can be beneficially controlled.

Vibration surveys of several heat exchan-
gers at the Glace Bay plant indicated that
one type was vulnerable to fretting damage.
Following modifications, repeat surveys
showed that the fretting had been reduced
to an acceptable level.

The economics of the amine-hydrogen
process, a new process for recovering
deuterium from hydrogen streams, compare
favourably with those of the water-hydrogen
sulfide process. AECL continued its collab-
oration with an industrial partner seeking to
commercialize this process. Improved
catalysts for a water-hydrogen process are
under development.
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Nuclear Power Development

In the laboratories of AECL. much ol the
work related to m mlear power has been in
support of the CANDU-PHW system, of
i eactors that are operating, under con-
struction, committed and planned. Those
areas receiving particular attention have
been reliability and maintenance, with ihe
objective of achieving long-term capacity
factors still higher than those already re-
corded at Pickering.

New dynamic simulation facilities ars
being applied to the design ol nuclear power
systems and steam generators and compu-
ter codes have been developed to define
more precisely the complex infractions in
boilers and fuel.

A small but increasing fraction of the total
effort is devoted to the development ol new
fuel cycles which would guaranlee adequale
fuel supplies for CANDL) reactors far into the
future.

FUEL

Only 0.3 per cent of fuel bunules in CANDU
power reactors have failea out of more than
75.000 irradiated, but this experience has
provided sufficient data for a statist'cal
analysis. Most of the failures occurred when

Above. Information on the oxidation behaviour of
zirconium alloys at very high temperatures is
being gathered as part of the materials property
support work for accident fuel models .Here a
technologist, using pyrometric techniques, fol-
lows the temperature of the oxidizing material.

Right. Three glove box lines, two of which are
shown here, constitute the pilot facility at CRNL
lorthe manufacture of mixed uranium -plutonium
oxide fuel. In the photo, members of the staff are
doing one of the final commissioning runs with
natural UO2 before the introduction of plutonium.

the bundles' power was increased after a
prolonged period at low power Factors
shown to affect the failure probability are the
maximum power during Ihe power change,
the increase in power, the time at high
power and Ihe f'jel bjrnup Failure prob-
abililiesare piesenterj graphically to assist
fuel management in oower reactors and to
guide Ihe development of advanced fuel
designs.

Another approach to fuel design employs
computer-assisted fuel modelling to calcu-
late the interactions of the various
phenomena involved in an operating fuel
element. During the year an improved
version of the ELESIM fuel peiformance
code, a one-dimensional model of cylindri-
cal fuel elements, was endorsed for use in
fuel design. Sensitivity studies with the code
indicated that the most profitable areas for
further research were fuel sheath heat
iransfer. fuei densification and sweliing.
sheath mechanical properties and fission
gas release.

As a more detailed understanding is
acquired of the factors affecting the overall
behaviour of power reactor fuel, it is desira-
ble to develop precise models which can

describe these phenomena more accu-
rately Two such •second generation mod-
elling codes are being developed at WNRE.
The FULMOD code describes fuel element
behaviour during normal operating condi-
tions, and the FAXMOD code during acci-
dent conditions The two codes differ from
codes currently used in the Canadian nu-
c.ear program in the greater rigour of the
stress and thermal analysis of which they
are capable.

Codes can be of particular value in
analyzing the behaviour of fuel during
postulated accidents, as fuel behaviour
under these conditions is difficult to assess
experimentally

Investigation of flow conditions under
which the fuel bundles in a CANDU-PHW
reactor could begin to vibrate and cause
fretting damage has continued within AECL
and on contract with Canadian universities
and industry A mathematical model, de-
rived at WNRE. has proved to be a useful
tool for evaluating fuel bundle design
changes. Work is continuing .0 improve the
model by including relationships linking flow
conditions to vibration and vibration to
fretting damage, so that the amount of
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Above. Within a tightly-sealea glove box,
blended uranium ox'de and plutonium oxide
powders are pressed into pellets with a hydraulic
press. Most ol the controls are situated outside
the glove box containment.

Right. Laboratory-scale studies are being done
of a variety ol processes for producing thona
(thorium-oxide) fuels for CANDU reactors. Here
researchers examine an extrusion of a 'clay' ol
thoria produced by the sol-gel process

empirical testing can be reduced and the
design process speeded up.

The experimental program on heat trans-
fer in horizontal CANDU fuel channels has
been expanded. A new. larger, water-cooled
loop is bei^g installed at CRNL to measure
accurately tne critical heat flux margins in
full-size, electrically-heated channels. A
Freon-cooled loop is being used to screen
possible modifications to fuel bundle de-
signs to improve their heat transfer
characteristics. Dryout spreading, two-
phase pressure drops, parallel channel
stability and post-dryout sheath tempera-
tures are among other phenomena being
studied in out-reactor loops.

FUEL CYCLE DEVELOPMENT

The possible future use of plutonium as a
fuel in CANDU-PHW reactors is being
studied. The objectives of the study are to
evaluate the economic incentives, the im-
provement in uranium resource utilization
and the effects on the reactor's operational
performance. Initial results indicate that the
reactors operational and safety character-
istics would not be significantly changed,
and that the overall energy extracted from
natural uranium resources could be in-
creased two- to three-fold.

The use of thorium as a fuel in CANDU

reactors offers even greater utilization of
fuel resources. The possibility is being
explored of attaining a "self-sufficient
equilibrium thorium cycle' which would
sustain a given level of power production
indefinitely after a finite initial inventory of
uranium has been supplied. The practical
demonstration of such a cycle would assure
fuel supplies for CANDU reactors for cen-
turies, regardless of possible uranium shor-
tages, without requiring any major new
reactor development.

The natural uranium-dioxide fuel fabrica-
tion industry in Canada has achieved matur-
ity but new techniques must be evolved for
handling fuels containing plutonium or
uranium-233. Both materials are noxious
and all fabrication operations must be
performed within sealed enclosures.

Although similar procedures have been
applied safely to experimental operations for
many years, an extensive program of pilot
operations is required to demonstrate that a
production process can work efficiently
under these conditions. The first of these
facilities is being commissioned at CRNL.
Starting with the constituent uranium and
plutonium oxide powders, sealed fuel ele-
ments are produced for assembly into
bundles that can be irradiated in power
reactors.
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Six such fuel bundles, made from (uel
pellets purchased abroad, have been ir-
radiated in NPD without incident to burnups
as high-s 480 megawatt hours per kilo-
gram. A lurthe; 100 bundles will be fabri-
cated in 1976-77 for irradiation in the
Douglas Point reactor.

Because irradiation experience with
thorium-oxide fuels is limited, an extensive
irradiation testing ,_ cgram is required to
assess their performance and to generate
data for the design of power reactor fuel
bundles. Exoerimental ThO? fuel elements,
using uranium-235 as the initial fissile
component, are being fabricated for a series
of loop irradiations and ThO? bundle? are
being produced for irradiation in NPD and
Douglas Point. Large-scale demonstration
irradiations in power reactors will follow.

FUEL CHANNELS

Some of the rolled joints of pressure tubes
removed from Pickering reactors 3 and 4
because of small cracks have been exa-
mined at CRNL. The residual stresses in
some samples have been measured by
attaching arrays of miniature strain gauges
to the tubes, then turning and milling away
material to relax the locked-m stresses. As
the tubes were radioactive, the work had to
be done by remote manipulator in a shielded
cell. The residual stress was found to vary
around the circumference, with cracks form-

ing only where the s'.ress was particularly
high. Other samples, subjected to pull-out
tests, show that the joints are as strong after
14.000 hours of operation as they were
initially.

BOILERS AND HEAT
EXCHANGERS

A three-dimensional thermohydraulic com-
puter code has been developed for calculat-
ing the operating conditions on the secon-
dary side of boilers. Another code, for
calculating tube vibrations, has also been
introduced following experimental verifica-
tion. Both codes, together with contract work
on fretting due to tube vibration, can be
appl:c-d to the design of htat exchangers
that are economical and highly reliable.

A model of the primary inlet head of the
Gentil!y-2 reactors boiler has been installed
in an air-water test facility at CRNL. The
two-phase mixture simulates the intended
steam-water flow, allowing measurements
of the phase distribution within the boiler's
head and tubes to confirm design calcula-
tions. In other work, a vibration survey of a
Bruce reactors moderator heat exchanger
using a special internal accelerometer
showed the design to be satisfactory.

A joint development program between
WM RE and the Saskatchewan Power Cor-
poration (SPC) has been set up at a SPC
thermal generating station to develop and

A specimen of irradiated Pickering pressure tube
is prepared for tests in a shielded cell to
determine the critical crack length. An initial flaw
is machined in the wall of the tube using an
electrodischarge technique.
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Right. A remotely-con'.rolle robot called Can-
scan' has be :n developed lor inspecting boiler
tubes. Like s spider, the machine clings to the
underside ot the tubesheet and "walks" from
tube to tube. At each location it pauses and
scans the entire length of tube, searching for
defects that could cause heavy water leaks

Below. Ad/ustments are made to equipment
developed to enable automatic control of the
chemistry of water in nuclear power plant boilers.
AECL and the Saskatchewan Power Corporation
are collaborating in the testing atid demonstra-
tion of the system.

demonstrate an automated system of con-
tinuously monitoring and controlling the
water chemistiy of CANDU boilers. The
system is expected to become part of the
CANDU-PHW 600 design for domestic and
export use where the condensers are
cooled with saline or sea water.

RADIATION FIELD CONTROL.

An automatic system for inspecting boilei
tubes is one of the means developed at
CRNL to reduce radiation exposure of
reactor operators. The system, called
CANSCAN, consists of an eddy-current
probe assembly and an on-line computer for
control and data-processing. A remotely
controlled robot, that clings to the underside
of the boiler tubesheet and "walks' from
tube to tube, holds the probe while it s~ans
the entire 20-metre length of each tuoe. In
this way the boilers can be inspected during
a reactor shutdown without the need for a
man to remain for extended periods in the
radioactive environment of the boiler room.

In water reactors, the coolant carries
small amounts of corrosion products into

the reactor core, where they become radio-
active. Later, the coolant transfers this radio-
activity out of the core and deposits it on
out-of-core surfaces. Because the radiation
fields produced by this process restrict
maintenance operations, periodic decon-
tamination of the surfaces is necessary.

Conventional methods of decontaminat-
ing reactor systems involve the use of
strong acids and oxidizing agents. Applied
to a heavy water-cooled reactor, such a
process causes down-grading and loss of
heavy water. Theoretical and experimei rial
studies have resulted in a procedure, called
CAN-DECON, that involves pumping dilute
reagents into the heavy water coolant, their
circulation through contaminated areas of
the reactor, followed by continuous regen-
eration of the reagents in ion exchange
columns.

The most successful application of the
CAN-DECON process has been the decon-
tamination of the Douglas Point reactor (in
August 1975), which involved workers from
WNRE, CRNL and Ontario Hydro. Fields
were reduced by a factor of two in all areas
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and. in the casa of fields emanating from
ctrbon steel surfaces, reduction factors of
four to six were obtained. The time taker, for
the decontamination. Irorn reactor shutdown
to return to power, was c ly 72 hours.

The negligible corrosion accompTnying
such a mikj treatment and the simplicity of
the process should permit application of
CAN-DECON frequently, preventing fields
from rising to high levels at which an
aggressive decontamination would be re-
quired. The elimination of large volumes of
liquid wastes and the short time required for
a reactor decontamination combine to make
the method attractive even for reactors that
do not use heavy water as coolant.

REACTOR SAFETY AND SYSTEM
CONTROL

AECL s p'ogram of i esearch and develop-
ment related to reactor safety studies is
aimed at refining, verifying and adding to the
bank of knowledge on ihe subject.

At WNRE. a particular effort is devoted to
studies of reactor primary circuit behaviour
during hypothetical loss-oi-coolant acci-
dents. Analytical and empirical models and
codes are being developed and evaluated to
describe the transient heat flows in the
reactor components. During the past year,
significant experimental data have been
obtained which verify both the structure and
empirical content of one such computer
code, RODFLOW.

To check the overall analysis of the code,
a series of blowdown experiments was done
in the recirculating pressurized water loop
RD-4, which contains two horizontal
electrically-heated channels, two pumps
and two neat exchangers. The predictions ot
RODFLOW were in good agreement with
the experimental results for a range of circuit
break sizes. The heater surface tempera-
ture reached in the tests is a sensitive
indicator of the code performance. Maxi-
mum heater temperatures predicted by
RODFLOW have been higher than experi-
mentally observed, showing there to be a
large safety margin inherent in the analysis.
This is especially so in the range of break
sizes that result in the hio;iest temperatures.

Dynamic simulation — the modelling of
the dynamic behaviour of a plant or process
on a computer — plays a vital role in the
design of nuclear power systems. CRNLs
new Dynamic Analysis Facility, based on a
hybrid (analog/digital) computer, will be
used primarily to develop dynamic models
for CANDU reactors using plutonium-
bearing and thorium fuels. Also, a future

requirement for reactors capable of load-
following puts increased emphasis on
dynamic models. Other applications include
dynamic analysis of particle accelerators,
heavy water production plants and the
provision of process steam from the
Gentilly-1 reactor to the La Prade heavy
water plant.

The shift in emphasis from steady-state to
dynamic operation makes it preferable 'o
use models that have the same dynamic
characteristics as the actual plants. This
capability in the new CRNL facility enables
the analysts to interact with the models,
developing a feel for the plant operating
characteristics that would otherwise be
impossible.

To mark the installation of this major
facility, the largest of its kind in Canada,
CRNL played host in 1975 to a Symposium
on Simulation of Reactor Dynamics and
Plant Control, attended by about 90 dele-
gates from three AECL sites and three
provincial utilities as well as industrial and
university contractors.

A new type of reactor control element

Experimental rolled joint assemblies, providing
an exact simulation of those in power reactors,
are used in the laboratories to evaluate suscepti-
bility to delayed hydrogen cracking. Here a
member of the metallurgical engineering branch
examines and takes measurements of a rolled
joint.
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A clean room maintained absolutely dust-lree
by means o< air filters ir, used at CRNL for the
production of laboratory prototype micro-
electronic circuits.

A new type of reactor control element is being
developed for possible use in future CANDU
reactors A lucite model has been fitted with
quick-acting valves and capacitance void
gauges for measuring variations in a two-phase
mixture ot gas and boraleJ water.
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being developed for future CANDU rsactors
consists essentially of a U-lube containing a
two-phase mixture of gas and borated
water. Yl'.e amount of neutron absorption is
determined, on a short time scale, by the
mixture's density and. on a longer time
scale, by the concentration of boron in the
wa!e-. A prototype has been operated both
in ihe laboratoiy and in the ZED-2 test
reactor to determine the dynamic response,
tl >e practical range for the mixture's density,
the reactivity worth and the reactor noise
characteristics of the two-phase absorber.

Although fuel failures in CANDU-PHW
reactors are relatively rare, their prompt
location and rr.noval help to maintain low
actvity levels in the plant system, thus
reducing radiation exposures to mainte-
nance personnel. The accepted method for
locating failures involves a large number of
coolant sample lines and h^nce possible
heavy water leakage. As an alternative.
AFCL and Ontario Hydro have been de-
veloping a new technique that measures
directly fission-product activity deposited on
the fuel-channel outlet feeders. The method
has been successfully demonstrated at
Pickering with the reactor shut down, but
further improvement in signal-to-back-
ground ratio is needed to make the tech-
nique work with the reactor at full power.

A CRNL laboratory has been equipped for
prototype production oi micro-electronic cir-
cuits. Recent revolutionary advances in this
field are being applied to improve instrument
design. For instance, a microcircuit has
been used to eliminate noise in sensitive
digital instrumentation.

The potential savings to be gained in
nuclear generating stations from distributed
control and instrumentation systems are
being studied in a development facility at
CRNL. The sensors are interconnected with
the display and recording instrumentation
through computers and a high capacity
coaxial cable, with consequent reductions in
conventional cabling.

A co-operative project involving Ontario
Hydro, Power Projects, Manitoba Hydro and
WNRE has been undertaken to evaluate
and develop liquid-shutoff-rods (l.SRs) to
replace the injection of neutron absorbing
liquids into the moderator. Tue LSR system,
where the absorbing liquid is injected into
separate tubes in the reactor core, can be
reset much faster. Under many circum-
stances, the reactor could be restarted in
a matter of minutes as compared with
more than a day with the current system.

As part of the evaluation, a full-scale
liquid-shutoff-rod rig has been built. The lest
program has been completed and satisfac-
tory operation of the LSR system has been
demonstrated. Models have been de-
veloped and verified which describe the
hydraulic behaviour of the system. The
models will allow design modification to be
evaluated for any reactor system with a
minimum of experimental testing.

Technicians examine the level control of the
full-scale liquid shutoff rod system installed and
tested in spare space at a Manitoba Hydro
generating station near WNRE.
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ADVANCED NUCLEAR SYSTEMS
One aim of AECLs continuing accelerator
development program is to exploit the
spallation process as an economical source
of neutrons. The first tank o' a high-beam-
power electron linear accelerator has been
operated successfully to verify the design
procedures and to perfect the control
mechanisms. The production of fiss'le mat-
erial ir fertile targets bombarded by protons
is being measured at the TRIUMF cyclotron
in Vancouver, in ' o-operation with Simon
Fraser University.

Design of a superconducting cyclotron
and work on a full-scale model of the
magnet and radiofrequency system are in
full progress When the cyclotron is com-
plete and joined as an after-accelerator to
the existing MP Tandem accelerator, the
combined facility will be one of the most
versatile heavy-ion accelerators in the
world.

The upgraded tandem accelerator has
produced 163 million electron volt sulphur

ions but no laboratory is yet capable L.i
bombarding heavy target nuclei with ior .as
heavy as uranium, or of producing uraniu,-
ions with a significant beam current. Other
types of heavy ion accelerator wilh this
capability are being developed elsewhere
bui ih? superconducting cyclotron, first con-
ceived at CRNL, has the attraction of
exceptionally small size. This, and the use
of the existing accelerator as an injector,
result in a relatively low cost facility.

Heavy ion reactions perturb the nucleus in
new ways, leading to entirely new nuclear
phenomena. Experiments made possible by
the superconducting cyclotron can be ex-
pected to provide new insights into the
fission process and to permit studies on
superheavy and unstable nuclei.

This is a cutaway drawing of the novel super-
conducting cyclotron being designed at CRNL
for heavy ion reseated New technology gained
in its construction coulo have many applications
in industry, medicine &nd research.

SUPERCONDUCTING COILS

CRYO5TAT

BEAM "ATH

PLAN VIEW
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Alternative Uses of Nuclear Energy

The CANDU-PHW reactor is now a well-
established, economic producer of electrical
power. Over the past Iwo years. AECL has
engaged in studies of alternative uses of
nuclear energy. The studies have also
involved industry, universities and other
government department? and are now
largely complete.

A major conclusion is that ths dual
production of heal and eiectricity could
make a significant contribution to conserva-
lion of fossil fuel supplies and lo efficient
utilization of nuclear fuel. It is important to
realize that even a reactor of ti.e
500-megawatt size produces sufficient
energy, for example, lo satisfy the heating
requirements of about half of Metropolitan
Toronto or nearly one-eighth the electrical
load of that city.

The studies also show that nuclear heat,
at the reactor site, could be produced at the
lowest unit cost of any major alternative. To
take full advantage of such a scheme, the

load, whether district heating or indus!rial
heat, must be close to the source, because
of the costs-of transportation and distribu-
tion. A good practical example is the supply
of steam by the Douglas Point nuclear
power station to the Bruce heavy water plant

The polential application for nuclear
steam in the Alberta Tar Sands, for reclama-
tion of oil from the deep-lying deposits by
in-s'iu methods, continues to show prom-
ise. Studies are being done, in co-operalion
with a major oil company, to assess whether
there is a cosl advantage for steam gener-
ated by nuclear means compared with that
produced by a coal-burning station.

A workshop conference on "Low-Grade
Heat A Resource in Cold Climates" was
held at CRNL in October 1975 Participants
discussed prospects for the utilization of
low-grade heat rejected to the environment
in generating electricity, wilh particular em-
phasis on its application in cold climates.
The implications for aquaculture, agricul-

tuf^. environmental enhBncemenl. industrial
applications, district heating, economics,
demonstration projects and ihe long-range
future were studied. The workshop was
sponsored by AECL in co-operation with the
Department of Energy. Mines and Re-
soi" :es. Environment Canada and fhe
Ontano Ministry of Natural Resources.

Typical of work in the field of waste heat
utilization is an experimental facility on the
shore of Maskinonge Lake in the CRNL
controlled area The facility includes a
500-kilowatt boiler, a system for supporting
polyethylene enclosures in the lake, a
temperature and monitoring system and a
small, temporary laboratory. The research
program is concerned with productivity
changes in lakes caused by various
amounts of heated water and also with
isolating fast-growing, high-temperature
varieties of plankton organisms that might
be suitable for aquaculiure at elevated
temperatures.

Six countries were represented at a workshop
conference with the title. "Low Grade Heat:
A Resource in Cold Climates", held at Chalk
River in October 1975. Particular attention was
focussed on the use of by-product heat from the
generation of electricity in thermal po wer
stations.

Effects of heated water on lake productivity are
studied at an experimental facility on Maskin-
ong? Lake, within the CRNL plant boundary
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Radiation and Radioisotopes

Commercial Products has the responsibility
within AECL for the development, produc-
tion and sale of radiation equipment, radio-
isotopes c.nd related goods and services
Throughout its almost 25 years of operalion.
Commercial Products has been a world
leader in the field ol radiation and radio-
isotopes.

The main product lines are
a) Radiation equipment for the treatment of

cancer.
b) Irradiation equipment which employs

cobalt-60 as a source of energy lor the
biological sterilization of medical sup-
plies. This type of equipment can also be
used in a number of other industrial
processes and numerous research appli-
cations.

c) An extensive line of radioisotopes in bulk
and in sealed sources. These are used
mainly for medical diagnosis.

The past year saw the company inslal its
first commercially-built linear accelerators

for the trealmen! of cancer The volume of
business and revenue in the sale of radio-
isotopes doubled over the previous year In
spite of world-wide adverse economic con-
ditions, there was a continuing high level
of market interest in the industrial and
research uses of cobalt-60 radiation.

Commercial Products is administered as
a separate profit cenlre within AECL and
operates with all the functions of a normal
commercial operation. During 1975-76.
Commercial Products revenue amounled lo
S15.964.000. Total orders received were
$19,726.000 as compared with S19.112.000
in 1974-75.

MEDICAL PRODUCTS

Two accelerator installations were com-
pleted during the year, a Therac 20 al
Tenon. France, and a Therac 6 at London.
Ontario. Both were developed under a
co-operative program between AECL and
CGR-MeV of France.

Technicians work on the modular section ol a
Inerac 6 linear accelerator in production at
Commercial Products. AECL s first Therac 6 was
installed in London, Ont.. in November 1975.
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A significant part of Commercial Products busi-
ness is the fabrication ofcobnit-60 sources lor
cancer therapy machines. Using a dummy
source, a technician demonstrates the relative
size of one of these valuable medical 'ools in the
"drawer' of a therapy unit.

A cutaway drawing of an industrial plant for the
biological sterilization of disposable medical
supplies. Thirty-three plants srch as this have
been installed by Commercial Products in 23
countries around the world.

Oruc's were received for 11 accelerators'
for the treatment of cancer, six from South
America and the remainder from clinics and
hospitals in Canada and the United States.

Orders were also received for 44
cobalt-60 cancer therapy units. Of these. 21
were sold in South America, seven in North
America. 11 in Europe and the others in
Africa and Asia.

The largest single order ever written by
Commercial Products was received in the
past year. This order, valued at $1.7 million,
includes 13 cobalt teletherapy units and
sources plus two Therasim 750 simulators.
The order was placed in early January by
the Brazilian Ministry of Health as part of a
national cancer treatment program de-
veloped for Brazil.

A new type of electron linear accelerator
for cancer therapy is being developed jointly

by CP and CRNL following a successful
demonstration of feasibility. It incorporates
the most efficient accelerating structure
known today for room temperature opera-
tion and exploits a novel technique using a
specially designed reflecting magnet to
double the electron energy. Experiments in
collaboration with the National Research
Council using their linear accelerator have
improved understanding of bremsstrahlung
production in accelerator targets and as-
sisted in the design of an optimum combina-
tion of the accelerator target and the
radiation fieid flattener.

Full-scale production began on the
Therasim 750, a new simulator for cancer
treatment simulation, and the company
plans to manufacture 25 of these units in the
coming year. Development work was com-
pleted on improvements to the Series 70
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Above. Complex equipment is used at Commer-
cial Products to process Molybdenum-99 and
other radioisotopes.

Right. Employing a Slowpoke reactor, CP has
developed a method for uranium assay and is
offering it as a commercial service to organi-
zations doing geochemical surveys.

cobalt units and the first improved unit was
exhibited at the December convention of the
Radiological Society of North America in
Chicago

A treatment planning system, the TP-11.
for use in cancer clinics, was introduced as
a new product during the year and sales
were made to markets as diverse as Brazil.
South Africa, Spain and Australia.

A liaison officer was appointed to repre-
sent the company at CCR-MeV in France
and a reciprocal appointment was made by
the French company. The appointment of
these liaison officers is expected to
strengthen the co-operative accelerator
program between the two organizations.

Medical Products revenues by year-end
were S9,070,000. Orders received were
S12.244,000 compared with S11,961.000 in
1974-75.

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS

There was a continuing high level of market
interest in the industrial and research uses
of cobalt-60 radiation. The adverse interna-
tional economic climate slowed business
activity somewhat during !he year, but there
were signs of improvement toward year-
end.

Five industrial plants were sold, of which
three were of a new standardized design

introduced iast year. This brings AECL's
sales to 42 major plants, more than half the
world total. Thiriy-three of these plants are
installed and operating in 23 countries and
contain approximately 10.000.000 curies of
cobalt-60. An additional nine major plants
and 2.500.000 curies of cobalt-60 are
scheduled for installation next year. A
substantial and growing part of the business
is in providing cobalt-60 for the replenish-
ment and upgrading ot these plants. There
were two major installations during the year,
a medical sterilization facility in Ireland and
a service irradiation facility in the United
States.

Twenty-three research irradiators were
installed, bringing the AECL total to 308 of
these versatile units in 47 countries. These
units contain a further 900.000 curies of
cobalt-60. Research is continuing on the
uses of radiation in many areas, including
chemical processing, the preservation of
food and the treatment of industrial and
municipal wastes.

The highlight of the year was a Seminar
on Radiation Processing held in Ottawa, 29
September to 2 October 1975. More than 70
aelegates attended, representing the major
existing and potential users of radiation and
agencies involved in research and de-
velopment and in regulation. The seminar
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Lowering the upper part of the Slowpoke reactor
container into place at the University of Toronto.
The reactor went critical on March 10: it is the
first commercial unit of the Slowpoke reactor,
and replaces the earlier prototype that was
installed at the university.

provided a common meeting ground for the
delegates to exchange working experiences
and gave prospective users an excellent
opportunity to obtain first-hand answers to
their questions.

Industrial Products' revenues by year-end
were S2,992.000 Orders received were
S4,013.000 compared with S3.338.000 in
1974-75.

ISOTOPES PRODUCTION

For radioisotopos, 1975- 76 was a year of
rapid expansion, with revenues doubling
over the previous year.

Ma;nly this was due to an increase in
sales and shipments to Europe and North
America of fission molybdenum-99. an
isotope widely used in nuclear medicine

Currently the molybdenum-99 is
extracted in Commercial Products Ottawa
'abor.'itones from special fuel cores irradi-
ated at CRNL. A study indicated that an
additional facility at CRNL lo do the first
stage of the extraction would provide in-
creased production capacity and at the
same time improve the yield and reduce
highway transportation, waste handling and
cost. A disused pilot plant at CRNL has
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been dismantled to accommodate the new
facility and work has started on reconstruct-
ing a cell with ancillary equipment to pro-
cess the molybdenum.

lodine-125 was produced at capacity and
showed a 40 per cent growth. AECL re-
mains the worlds principal supplier of this
high quality commodity Expansion in pro-
duction capacity for both products is plan-
ned in 1976. Molybdenum-99 was shipped
on a continuous basis for the first time
during 1975-76. year-end shipments being
twice those at the start of the year.

A major new Isotope Products program
was Slowpoke, the small, inherently safe
research reactor. The research and en-
velopment program was completed and
units went into production. Two were com-
pleted and shipped during the year and
three more are expected to be completed in
1976. A technique utilizing the Slowpoke
reactor for the assay of geological samples,
including uranium, has been devehped and
is being used by several survey organiza-
tions.

Samples are assembled for molybdenum- 99
production in a reactor at Chalk River.

Radioisotope sales by Commercial Products
doubled in 1975-76 ana, '.c meet the increasing
demand for molybdenum-99 and iodine-125.
charter flights were used several times a week to
make shipments to customers.
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Research

The success of AECLs program of njclear
power development is due in part to ihe
company's in-depth program of underlying
research. The research program is mission-
onented. areas of work are careful y
selected and the close associa* 'in and
interaction between those ei'gaceo in basic
science and those concerned with practical
applications give to the former an additional
sense of purpose.

Three of the more conspicuous benefits
derived from Ihe research program are:

it supports and advances AECL's mis-
sion as currently defined:
it facilitates contact with scientists in
other laboratories through an inter-
change of ideas and discoveries:
it provides the basic knowledge neces-
sary for Ihe initiation of new, applied
projects.

NUCLEAR PHYSICS

Scientists using the energetic heavy ion
beams from the 13-megavolt tandem ac-
celerator at CRNL continue to exploit a wide
variety of experimental techniques to ad-
vance understanding of the nucleus.

The limits of angular momentum in colli-
sions that can lead to fusion of target and
projectile nuclei have been investigated by
studying the total number of gamma rays
emitted in the reaction.

Hyperfine interactions in isolated ions
produce large magnetic fields which act on
excited nuclei produced in a nuclear reac-
tion. Observations of perturbations in the
gamma radiation pattern trom the nuclei in

these ions allow the magnetic properties of
very short-lived nuclear energy levels to be
investigated.

The magnetic moments G' nuclear states
are being measured accurately to provide
information about basic magnetic excitation
and mesonic exchange currents in nuclei
near lead.

A new series of short-lived beta-delayed
proton emitters, germanium-65. selemum-69.
krypton-73. strontium-77 and zircomum-81.
has been identified and investigated.
Proton X-ray coincidence techniques
have been developed to obtain the life-
times of excited states in the daughter
nuclei. The data provide tests of nuclear
models and mass formulae for nuclei with
nearly equal numbers of neutrons and
protons but located far from the region of
stable nuclei.

The QD3 spectrometer has been used in
several experiments, including measure-
ment of the masses of "rarely observed"
nuclei like nitrogen-19 and oxygen-21 and
-22 produced in reactions induced by an
oxygen beam incident on lead-208 targets.

A multiwire counter system for the detec-
tion of photofission fragments, constructed
at CRNL. was used with the bremsstrahlung
monochromator at the University of Illinois
electron accelerator to measure the photo-
fission spectrum of thorium-232 between
5.5 and 7.5 million electron volts. Clearly
resolved peaks can be interpreted as reso-
nances characterizing the fission process.

Upper limits on the cross-sections for
neutron absorption in hydrogen and

Left. A high-enerpy electron accelerator is used
at CRNL to study ast chemical reactions occur-
ring in time scales approaching one-millionth of a
second.

Below. A technician uses a transmission elec-
tron microscope to examine thin foils of zirconium
alloys for evidence of change in structure due to
irradiation damage.
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deuterium leading to double photon emis-
rion. measured at the NRU reactor, are
consistent with theoretical predictions. The
result for hydrogen was particularly impor-
tant in view of a much larger value, reported
by another laboratory, which, if confirmed,
would have been at variance with funda-
mental nuclear theories.

SOLID STATE PHYSICS

Inelastic scattering of thermal neutrons in
liquid helium has demonstrated two different
thermodynamic regimes of wave propaga-
tion in the nonsuperfluid phase and has
provided direc* experimental evidence in
support of recent hypotheses that question
time-honoured concepts of sound propaga-
tion in liquid helium.

Other experiments, on certain anti-
ferromagnetic salts, have detected excita-
tion modes of isolated defect clusters con-
sisting of both pairs and triplets of defect
atoms. The relative number of pairs and
triplets can be determined from the strength
of the scattering.

Neutron elastic scattering studies of
1-methylthyrnine, a methylated form of a
base of DNA, have shown changes in the
structure which arise from irradiation with
ultraviolet light. Similar structural changes
have also been observed in the RNA base,
uracil. These are the first direct diffraction
measurements of such damage induced in
the solid form of these materials.

Positron annihilation has been widely
used to study thermally created vacancies in
metals to which the positrons are attracted

before annihilating with electrons. New
studies of the temperature dependence of
positron annihilation at CRNL are consistent
with the recent speculation that the positron
can force the lattice apart and itself create a
vacancy, thereby becoming self-trapped.

CHEMISTRY

The interaction of high energy radiation with
solutions produces short-lived intermediates
whose reactions govern the overall radiation
chemistry of the system. As part of the
continuing investigation of the radiation
chemistry of water pertinent to CANDU
reactors, the techniques of pulse radiolysis
and electron spin resonance (ESR) have
been combined at WNRE to study the
reactions of transient species in irradiated
water. The method involves coupling a fast
response ESR spectrometer to a 4 million-
volt electron accelerator, which permits
direct observation of the- ESR spectrum of
paramagnetic species following a pulse of
radiation.

This apparatus is the only one of its kind
in Canada and one of or.ly tl ,ree in the
world. With it, the ESR spectra and reac-
tions of solvated electrons and hydrogen
atoms in irradiated water are being studied.
Although the lifetimes of these species are
only a few millionths of a second, they are of
extreme importance as they are responsible
for the production of hydrogen gas in water
reactors.

Chemical changes induced by ionizing
radiations in both vapours and non-aqueous
solvents are being investigated at CRNL.

Irradiation damage is simulated by this ion
bombardment apparatus at WNRE. The appa-
ratus produces a source of inert gas ions with
an energy of 30 kilovolts.
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Energy transfer between oxygen and rare
gas atoms, excited by prior collisions with
energetic electrons, has tieen measured
and experiments on hydrogen sulfide have
begun. In non-aqueous solvents, the work
has centred around the chemistry of alkali
metals in amine solutions irradiated with
electron pulses. The wavelength for max-
imum light absorption by the alkali metal
ion-electron pair correlates with the pairs
atomic character. In other studies on
amines, 'he transfer of deuterium from the
amino to the methyl group in aminomethane
has been investigated.

MATERIALS SCIENCE

When materials are exposed to neutron
irradiation in a nuclear reactor, significant
structural changes occur on both a micro-
and macro-scale. The most obvious are
growth, creep and embrittlement. Those
occurring in the microstructure of the mater-
ial are o'ten monitored by electron micros-
copic examination after irradiation.

The most direct means of studying the
effects of irradiation on a material is to
expose it to a reactor environment. An
alternative method developed over recent
years is to simulate neutron damage by
using beams ot accelerated charged parti-
cles such as ions or electrons. The advan-
tages of this method are (a) equivalent
neutron doses corresponding to the 30-year
lifetime of reactor components can be
realized in a matter of hours using a suitable
energetic beam, (b) the irradiated material is

inactive and easily handled, (c) control of
environmental conditions is easier and (d)
the damage rate can be easily varied. This
approach is being adopted by materials
scientists at WNRE.

A small 30 kV source of inert gas ions has
been constructed for preliminary studies of
radiation damage using internal friction
techniques and electron microscopy. A
co-operative study with McMaster University
uses MeV protons to simulate the effects of
high energy neutrons. In addition, a variety
of ion •- nd electron irradiations has been
made using facilities existing at other
laboratories. With this experience a larger,
high energy facility is planned for the WNRE
laboratories

Because these techniques employ the
idea of simulation, it is necessary to do
comparative experiments using fast neutron
irradiation. Such experiments are now in
progress at WNRE and. for very high
neutron doses, in the hic\i flux fast reactor at
Dcunreay. Scotland.

Several other relativeV new experimental
techniques are yielding increased under-
standing of the behaviour of materials
relevant to nuclear power.

Channeling of accelerated heavy ions by
crystalline structures has provided strong
evidence for surfac- relaxation in single
crystal platinum. Surface relaxation, which
has been predicted on theoretical grounds,
consists of outward displacement of the
atoms in the surface layer, and to a lesser
extent the layer below it, from their normal
crystal lattice positions.

The scanning electron microscope (left) is a
valuable tool in the study and characterization of
the corrosion products formed in heavy water
plants. A typical product is this electromicro-
graph (above) of a carbon steel surface cor-
roded in aqueous hydrogen-sulfide showing a
well-developed crystal of troilite.
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Techniques involving the back-scattering
of heavy ions from specimens have been
applied to determine more accurately the
critical temperature at which niobium hyd-
ride precipitates from solid solutions of
hydrogen in niobium. Similar observations
on the precipitation of zirconium hydride are
now being attempted. Backscattenrig tech-
niques have also been used to show that in
the anodic oxidation of vanadium, outward
movement of vanadium and inward move-
ment of oxygen occur simultaneously.

Observation of X-rays emitted when
energetic heavy ions penetrate solids con-
taining target atoms of another element
have shown that a sequence of ion-atom
collisions occurs. Some of the results ob-
tained were unexpected on the basis of
current theory and have yielded the first
experimental evidence for a type of coupling
between collision partners not taken into
account previously.

Heavy ion bombardment has been used
to simulate high levels of fast neutron
irradiation in zirconium-aluminum (Zr3AI).
the ordered zirconium alloy being consi-
dered as a potential pressure tube material.
The resulting damage was assessed by
high resolution electron miscoscopy.

Techniques of positron annihilation and
Doppler broadening have been applied to
measure the formation energy of vacancies

in a zirconium-titanium alloy Evidence for
the presence of divacancies has been
obtained at elevated temperatures in this
material.

A computer-controlled mechanical testing
apparatus, modified to do compression
tests, has been used to show that in
Zifcaloy-2 a small compressive strain can
reduce the subsequent flow stress m ten-
sion below that for an undeformed speci-
men; also, stress relaxation in compression
differs from that in tension. A study of
alpha-zirconium at 600-650 C and low
stresses has shown a strongly stress-
dependent activation energy for creep, thus
indicating that the process is not diffusion-
controlled under these conditions.

Fnoto-electron spectroscopy has been
applied to follow changes occurring when
atoms or molecules are absorbed on sur-
faces which promote hydrogen-deuterium
exchange. Oxygen adsorbed on two differ-
ent crystallographic faces cf nickel had no
effect on the energy levels ot core electrons
in nickel. A particular energy level in ad-
sorbed carbon monoxide, earlier predicted,
has been detected for the first time. In other
experiments, clear evidence was obtained
for different amounts of electron transfer to
adsorbed xenon from two different crystal
faces of nickel, thus reflecting different
electron densities at these surfaces.
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Operation and Administration

RESEARCH REACTORS

The NRX and NRU reactors at CRNL
operated at high efficiency throughout the
year, providing facilities for bas'C research in
neutron physics, the production of radio-
isotopfcj for research, medical and com-
mercial use. and engineering research in
support of the nuclear power program.

The reactor loops in both NRX and NRU
continue to play a key role in support 01
nuclear power. Each loop is a closed circuit
in which independent temperature, pressure
and flow control are provided for water,
steam or other coolant. This, in conjunction
with the nuclear radiation environment of the
reactor, permits a close duplication of power
reactor conditions for fuels or materials to be
tested. The size of the NRU loops permits
testing of full-size power reactor fuel bundies.

To improve the capacity and versatility of
the reactor loops, the heat removal capacity
of the large U-2 engineering test loop was
increased from four to eight megawatts To
utilize this increased capability, two test
sections were installed in series, doubling
the number of tests that can be done
simultaneously. Heat from the loop is now
used lo preheat the feed water to the plant
steam boilers as an energy conservation
measure. The old X-2 loop has been
removed from service and is being replaced

by a loop specifically designed to determine
the effects ol gross sheath defects in power
reactor fuel

Production of marketable radioisotopes
for CoT.mercial Products continued to in-
crease. A new. higher capacity iodine-125
production facility was installed and com-
missioned. The demand for molybdenum-99
also increased steadily.

Experimenters from IvlcGill. McMaster
and Guelph Universities, as well as CRNL
physicists, made use of the NRU facilities
tor basic research in neuiron physics.

WR-1. WNRE's organic-cooled experi-
mental reactor, operated successfully with a
high availability. Its versatility as a pressure
tube test facility continues to be exploited. At
present 17 experimental; ressure tubes are
installed in the reactor, including cold-
worked zirconium-niobium tubes and other
experimental zirconium alloys.

In the past year, facilities have been
added to enable studies to be made of the
effects of radiation on the mechanical prop-
erties, creep and corrosion of new pressure
tube materials, including zirconium-
aluminum, at tempuratures typical of
water-cooled reactors.

Steps have been taken to harness some
of the thermal energy generated by WR 1. A
heat exchanger is being installed on one of
the reactor coolant circuits to supply heat to

A new facility in the NRU reactor irradiates
samples of material to produce radioactive
isotopes. Samples are inserted in these
multiple-capsule rods.



the plant hea'ing system. This installation is
expected to result in a 70 per cent saving in
WNRE's heating oil costs.

A system for controlling the reactivity of
CANDU reactors by adding or removing
soluble neutron absorbers in the moderator
is being tested in ZED-2. the zero-energy
lattice test reactor at CRNL. Both ZED-2 and
the Pool Test Reactor continue to be used
by manufacturers of nuclear instrumentation
for calibration purposes.

MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTATION

AECL's principal computing facility for scien
tide and engineering calculations is located
at CRNL. The CDC 6600 computer proces-
ses approximately 25.000 jobs per month,
two-thirds of which come to CRNL s Com-
puting Centre through remote access termi-
nals at CRNL and other AECL sites. The
most s gnidcant recent development ha^
been a i apid growth of this network ot
terminals.

The first class of terminals, called remote

job entry" terminals, provides conventional
punched card readers and medium to
high-speed printers. The main use of these
terminals is for large programs with substan-
tial volumes of output. Fourteen computer
ports are currently assigned to remote job

entry terminals, with three accessible
through the normal telephone network. One
of the terminals, at Head Office, enables
programs to be submitted to Head Office's
IBM 370 from any other remote job entry
terminal, as well as providing access to the
Computing Centre for the IBM 370.

The second class of terminals, of which
there are two at CRNL and one at Power
Projects, comprises various types of
keyboard display and typewriter-like de-
vices. By allowing interaction between the
analyst and the computer, these are particu-
larly useful for program development and for
previewing the printed output of a computer
run. They also provide a useful route for
sending information from computer-
controlled data acquisition systems to the
Computing Centre

Left. A fuel cladding specimen is inspected
before going into the materials irradiation
facilities ot the WR-1 reactor lor exposure to
fast neutron irradiation

Below. Keyboard terminals provide a means for
men machine conversations, between users and
computers
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CORPORATE ADMINISTRATION

The total number of employees increased
by approximately 10 per cent during the year
Transfer of 178 employees of the Port
Hawkesbury heavy water plant from Cana-
dian General Electric Company Limited to
AECL in May accounted for much of this
growth. The balance was due primarily to
expansion of the Power Projects organiza-
tion, which in July opened b Montreal design
office now employing about 100 persons.

The number of employees retiring con-
tinued to increase, reaching 94 in 1975-76.
A significant and growing proportion are
early retirement? Sixty-two new graduates,
half from universities and half from commun-
ity colleges, were hired as a result of last
years campus recruiting program. A similar
program was initiated this year, but had to
be curtailed due to the imposition in January
of hiring restraints.

Ross Campbell, formerly Canaaian Am-
bassador to Japan, was elected by the
Board of Directors to the new and full-time
position of Chairman of the Board, effective
1 January 1976. Mr. J. M. Beddoes was
appointed Vice-President, Commercial Pro-
ducts, at the beginning of the year, coming
to the company from private industry.

Dr. R. V. Osborrw, of the Health Physics
branch, CRNL, received the 1975 Ella E.
Anderson award of the Health Physics
Society. Dr. Osborne is the first Canadian to
be so honoured by the U.S.-based profes-
sional society. The award is given each year
to a member of the society, under 40 years
of age, "for excellence in the practice of his
profession".

Dr. G. A. Pon, Vice-President, Power
Projects, was awarded the Meritorious Ser-
vice Medal of the Engineering Alumni As-
sociation of the University of Toronto "for his
outstanding contribution in the field of
Canadian nuclear generation, principally his
work in the conception, design, develop-
ment and ultimate commissioning of the
CANDU reactor, and for his service to the
University community and his profession".

R. M. Hutcheon and L. W. Funk of CRNL
and W. R. Brown and P. Brown of Commer-
cial Products were four of six authors of a
paper which won the Farrington Daniels
award of the Association of American
Physicists in Medicine. The award, for the
best paper published in "Medical Physics"
in the preceding year, was presented in
1975 for the first time.

Salaries for non-unionized employees
were increased in mid-1975 to reflect

Full-time continuing employees on AECL payrolls on 31

Head Office

CRNL

Power Projects

WNRE

Commercial Products

Heavy Water Projects

TOTAL

Prof.

35

476

483

180

117

87

1378

Tech.

-

546

518

215

134

38

1451

March 1976 numbered:

Admin.

69

392

324

163

137

172

1257

hourly Rate

-

922

-

226

235

290

1673

Total

104

2336

1325

784

623

E

5759

changes occurring both within and outside
the company for comparable people.

Considerable extra effort was entailed in
the implementation of the anti-inflation prog-
ram, for the purposes of which AECL
employees are divided into some 27 sepa-
rate groups. This made it necessary to delay
salary reviews for professional and other
groups normally carried out at the beginning
of the calendar year, but these were able to
proceed later, within the guideline and
governmental limits, on a retroactive basis.

Company-wide negotiations in connection
with the six year pension agreement with 18
unions representing hourly-paid employees
were successfully concluded in April, result-
ing in the termination of the pension plan
and the transfer of all hourly-paid employ-
ees to the Public Service Superannuation
Plan, which now covers all employees of the
company. Renewal collective agreements
were negotiated in the following few months
and without the assistance of 1hird parties,
with the Allied Council of 1'0 unions repres-
enting hourly-paid employees at CRNL, the
three salaried unions at CRNL, four hourly-
paid unions at WNRE and one salaried
union at Power Projects. Agreement was
reached with the fifth hourly-paid union at
WNRE following conciliation commissionei
hearings.

Agreements were reached in October,
with the assistance of mediators, ending
strikes of six weeks' duration by the union
representing 220 hourly-paid employees at
Commercial Products, and of eight weeks'
duration by the union representing 40
hourly-paid operating engineers at CRNL.
The settlement with the latter group pro-
vided for its return to the Allied Council, from
which it had broken away a few years
earlier.

With the assistance of a mediator and
following prolonged negotiations and six
weeks of various forms of strike and lockout,
a first agreement was reached with the
union representing professional employees
at Power Projects. A first agreement was
also negotiated with a newly-certified unit of
nurses a; the Pinawa Hospital.

In taking over the operation of the Port
Hawkesbury heavy water plant from Cana-
dian General Electric. AECL honored the
CGE collective agreement with the union
representing hourly-paid employees.
Negotiations for its renewal, as well as those
in connection with the renewal of the
agreement covering a similar unit at the
Glace Bay heavy water plant, were
complicated by the introduction of the
governments anti-inflation program and the
uncertainties as to the interpretation of the
guidelines in the particular circumstances.
Agreements were fina.ly reached in Feb-
ruary at both plants, with the assistance of a
mediator, providing for identical wage rates
for comparable jobs at both plants and
terminating at the same time. 1 June 1977.
Both settlements received the approval of
the Anti-Inflation Board.

Following a review of the status of women
in. AECL by a company-wide committee,
action was taken to overcome a number of
specific problems which had been identified
and an AECL equal opportunity policy was
formulated and enunciated in a general
notice to all employees.

Measures to make Head Office and other
establishments located in Ottawa and
Montreal functionally bilingual continued.

The French-language training program
received a temporary setback in October
when the Public Service found it necessary,
due to internal commitments, to exclude
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AECL employees trom its immersion prog-
ram in the National Capital. Alternative
training has been arranged and instruction
will commence at the beginning r,', the new
fiscal year.

AECL has become an extensive user and
provider of translations. In addition to its
biiingual (English-French) requ,iemen1s.
AECL has to translate or get translated its
technological specifications into the lan-
guages of countries interested in the
CANDU system. Moreover, AECL scientists
require English translation lor many docu-
ments written in foreign languages. To
co-ordinate these activities, and to promote
uniformity in translations, an inter-s'te com-
mittee and translator workshop have been
established. As a result. English and French
terminologies used in AECL are now being
computerized for company-wide use and a
bibliography of all technical translations
done within AECL is being maintained.

There were 5.89 disabling injuries per
million man-hours worked in 1975-76. No
lost fime injuries were attributable to radia-
tion, thus maintaining for still another year
an excellent record of radiation safety.

PUBLIC RELATIONS

As the agency having the primary responsi-
bility for the national program of nuclear
research and development. AECL has an
obligation io provide Canadians with infor-
mation on nuclear energy and the part
played by the company in the service of
Canada and its people.

In its endeavours to meet that obligation,
AECL in 1975-76 engaged in a variety of
activities and employed a wide range of
communications methods. These included
the production and dissemination of litera-
ture: talks to and meetings with students,
teachers, clubs, societies and other organi-
zations; films on • 'dear subjects; exhibits
and displays; the operation of public infor-
mation centres and organized tours of
nuclear sites. The company also provided
briefings and other informational services to
journalists, government officials at the civic,
provincial and federal levels and others
having particular interest.

During the past year AECLs public rela-
tions resources were stretched to the limit in
responding to public interest and concern
that reached a new high. Some of the
interest was the natural result of increased
public awareness of nuclear energy's place
in the Canadian scene, the nuclear con-
troversy in the United States had its inevita-
ble disturbing effect in Canada, and a

certain amount of the interest and most of
the concern were generated by an anti-
nuclear movement that was organized on a
national scale and which launched a cam-
paign the announced objective of which was
the establishment of a commission of en-
quiry into nuclear energy but which drew
much of its support from declared oppo-
nents of nuclear development and the
utilization of nuclear power in Canada.

The campaign consisted of write-ins and
direcl approaches to politicians at all levels
and of all parties; the production and
distribution of tracts and other material: the
solicitation of support from organizations of
many kin us and descriptions: public meet-
ings and. most particularly, a concerted and
successful attempt to obtain publicity for the
cause.

The confusion and uncertainty caused by
the publicity accorded the nuclear critics
were encountered by AECL personnel in
their contacts with the general public and
were reflected in many of the requests for
information received and dealt with by or
through AECL public relations offices. More
than 5.000 requests were processed, with
the volume steadily increasing through the
year.

To serve the demand for information, iiie
Company produced and distributed a range
of publications on nuclear subjects. Several
thousand sets of these were supplied to

•mm

A 13-year-oid Ottawa boy made this model of a
CANDU power station after his interest was
arc used by a visit by his school class to CRNL
and a talk at the school by an AECL public,
relations officer. Put together from components
founa at home and purchased from a hardware
store, the model won honourable mention in a
science fair.
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secondary schools across the country as a
result of their having heen advertised by
Information Canada. In addition, in a joint
project will, a commercial firm, AECL spon-
sored the production of a booklet for junior
high school students. Entitled "ABC's of
Atomic Energy", the booklet explains in
simple terms the basics of nuclear energy.
It also contains suggestions for simple pro-
jects. The booklet was first made available
late in 1975 and by the end of March 1976,
15,080 requests had been received for
copies.

The program of visits to secondary
schools was continued during the year.
These are arranged by appointment and
generally consist of a talk, film showing,
demonstrations and a question and answer
period. The school relations officer from
Chalk River visited 47 schools in Southern
Ontario, staff from WNRE covered schools
in Victoria, Vancouver and Calgary and
more than 1,000 students were given lec-
ture presentations by Glace Bay staff.

Another activity of the Glace Bay office
was a community relations program of
door-to-door visits to more than 200 resi-
dences in the Glace Bay area, to distribute
informational material and talk with and
answer questions posed by the house-
holders. Following the transfer of the Port
Hawkesbury heavy water plant from CGE to
AECL, a similar program was started in
Point Tupper and Port Hawkesbury.

The Public Information Centres and or-
ganized plant tours continued to be popular
attractions at CRNL and WNRE. The former
counted 11,312 visitors and the latter 5.030.
CRNL set something of a record when all
500 students of an Ottawa secondary
school visited and toured the site over a
one-week stretch in January.

The production of literature and other
informational material dealing with nuclear
power was a major commitment for the
public relations staff of Power Projects.
Other activities included liaison with counter-
par) organizations in electric utilities, talks
to clubs and student groups and participa-
tion in seminars, exhibits and a science fair.

The WNRE exhibit trailer toured Manitoba

in July and August, then was made available
to the New Brunswick Electric Power Com-
mission to serve as a temporary information
centre at the Point Lepreau site.

Organized by the Public Relations Office,
a two-day seminar for high school science
teachers of Ottawa Valley schools was held
a! CRNL, with 54 teachers from 27 schools
participating. Th( ogram. planned by a
joint committee oi ieachers and AECL staff,
-vas particularly relevant to the needs of
science teachers for up-to-date information
on current advances in science. In work-
shop sessions the participants explored
such diverse subjects as fusion, use of the
electron microscope, current models of the
atom, heavy water research and production,
mass speclrometry and lasers.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

AECL libraries have continued to 'ake
advantage of microfilms, microfiches and
various mechanical methods of operation,
wherever these are appropriate, to manage
an ever-increasing literature of nuclear
technology. The compactness of micro-
nches helps to hold down the distribution
costs for AECL material, in spite of in-
creased freight and mail charges.

AECL has played an active part in
developing the International Atomic Energy
Agency's International Nuclear Information
System, which is now preparing to take over
the functions of Nuclear Science Abstracts.
In 1975 the Canadian input, excluding
papers by Canadian authors published
abroad, amounted to 700 items, or about
one per cent of the world total. Canadian
input for this system, prepared at WRNE
and CRNL, is now processed into machine-
readable form before being transmitted to
the IAEA.

During the past year 296 papers by AECL
authors were submitted for publication in
journals, 214 were presented at confer-
ences, 110 scientific and technical reports
were published and 934 reports were issued
for controlled distribution. These figures
represent increases over the previous
year's by18,12,41and7 per cent,
respectively.
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Atomic Energy and People

AECL and the atomic energy industry have
always placed great emphasis on protecting
people and the environment in which they
live and work from any undesirable effects
of radiation. AECL continues to make impor-
tant contributions to the relevant technolo-
gies and their underlying sciences. Efforts
range from the development of protective
devices to measure accurately the exposure
of personnel and ensure it does not exceed
accepted permissible levels to the develop-
ment of safe procedures of waste manage-
ment. Currently about 10 per cent of the
laboratories' research effort is applied in
these areas.

BIOLOGY AND POPULATION
RESEARCH

The biological effects of low-level radiation
are of world-wide interest and attention and
within AECL are the object of a continuing
program of study and research. This in-
cludes studies to confirm that the standards
for radiation protection are safely derived
and to understand the mechanisms by
which somatic and genetic effects of radia-
tion are produced. In addition to biological
research to define the kinds of damage
induced by radiation, AECL scientists are
also studying processes by which repair of
damage takes place.

Long-term experiments on the interaction
of chemical carcinogens and ionizing radia-
tion are being continued through the accel-
eration of mammary tumor development in
female rats. The response in this system is
essentially linear with respect to gamma-
radiation dose in a range of 50-200 rads.

Certain highly radiation-resistant bacteria
employ various mechanisms to repair radia-
tion damage to their DNA. An understanding
of the basis for this excellent repair ability
has significant implications for understand-
ing repair mechanisms in general.
The effects of iodine-125 and gamma-
radiation on the survival and repair of
radiation damage are being explored with
one of these bacteria (IViicrococcus-radio-
durans). Evidence supports the hypothesis
that the radio-resistance of these organisms
is correlated with their ability to repair
double strand breaks in their DNA.

Ionizing radition has also been shown to
damage the cell walls of this bacterium,
resulting in the loss of several proteins,
including some enzymes. However, it has
recently been found that oxygen protects
the ce!l against this type of damage so that
the damage is reduced to about one-half.

Current theories of how a cell becomes

malignantly transformed invoke the intimate
involvement of certain viruses with the ce'l.
The genetic material of cancer-causing
viruses is thought to be incorporated into t; .3
host cell DNA as an integral part of its
genetic complement. In normal cells, such
oncogenic (cancer-producing) information is
repressed, but de-repression of the onco-
genes leads to the cell becoming malignant.
This can occur by the action of various
carcinogenic agents, including ionizing radi-
ation. To understand how radiation de-
represses genetic information, it is neces-
sary to identify the repressing elements and
how radiation alters them. A siudy of these
processes is being done in-vitro in a simple
model virus system. Genetic information
readout can now be switched on at will, for
example, by ionizing radiation. The model
system studies are thus important in under-
standing radiation-induced cancer in cells.

A simple explanation for the molecular
basis of the hereditary neurovascular
disease, ataxia telangiectasia (AT), has
been found. Defective DNA repair appears
to be the underlying cause c! the radiosensi-
tivity and the predisposition to cancer that
are two clinical features of the disease.
Study of AT cells may increase understand-
ing of human response to ionizing radiation.

Studies of human populations bear
directly on the problem of predicting bio-

logical effects of exposing large human
populations to low levels of radiation. Com-
puter methods have also been developed by
which routine health records can be used to
follow up large human study groups, to
determine the extent of delayed effects of
exposures to supposedly harmful influ-
ences, including radiation, on subsequent
mortality experience and the causes of the
eventua1 deaths. Such methods have a wide
range of applications to questions pertaining
to possible harm from environmental agents
of many sorts.

HEALTH PHYSICS

The development of monitoring instruments
and research on radiation dosimetry con-
tinue in order to satisfy radiation safety
requirements of both the AECL laboratories
and nuclear generating stations operated by
power utilities. A new and more efficient
personnel dosimeter badge is being intro-
duced in AECL. Slightly modified versions
have been adopted by both Ontario Hydro
and Health and Welfare Canada for general
use in radiation monitoring throughout the
country.

Monitoring equipment designed in AECL
to measure levels of contamination on the
hands, shoes and clothing of radiation
workers has now been commercially manu-
factured for the Bruce generating staiion. A

This new radiation dosimeter developed by
AECL is small in size and weight, is rugged,
operates for up to nine months without a battery
change and gives both a visible and audible
alarm.
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special feature of the equipment is the use
of large-area thin-window Geiger counters.
Using a single counter, it is now possible to
cover the whole area of a hand at one lime,
enabling the rapid screening of workers.

In fast neutron dosimetry it is necessary to
calculate neutron spectra for a variety of
practical cases, so that correction factors
may be applied to the responses of neutron
dosimeters. The techniques developed for
this purpose have also beer applied to an
analogous problem in neutron radiation
therapy, where the quality of the neutron
beam is modified as it proceeds through the
patient.

CONTROL OF INTERNAL
RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION

Since the beginning of the period of indus-
trial exposure in the field of atomic energy,
the control of internal contamination has
been effected mainly by excretion analysis,
and only to a much smaller extent by direct
measurement of electromagnetic radiation
from the contaminated body, using large
and expensive whole body counters. In
recent years, the development of improved
physical techniques has made the direct
measurement of the body content of many
radionuclides simpler and more accurate
than excretion analysis and, for most radio-
nuclides, the method of choice. Increasing
interest in the potential of plutonium-239 as
a fuel has 'ocussed attention on the use of
direct methods of measuring the body
content of this radionuclide.

If human exposure to plutonium in the
nuclear industry were to occur, the most
likely route would be through the inhalation
of plutonium oxide and the subsequent slow
absorption from the lungs. There are diffi-
culties attending the measurement of the
lung burden of plutonium-239, which stem
mainly from the very weak radiations
emitted, thus requiring the use of very
sensitive detectors. Extremely low and sta-
ble background radiation fields are essential
if meaningful results are to be obtained,
particulary as many of the background
counts in a plutonium detector are due to
natural and other acquired radionuclides in
the oody. Accurate measurements of these
radionuclides must also be made so that
appropriate corrections can be applied.

To provide the critical environment for the
measurement of very lew levels of human
and environmental contamination, a new
laboratory has been completed at Chalk
fi.ver to replace the old low background
building.

Located several miles from the plant to
avoid variable background radiation fields,
the building is made of materials selected
for their low intrinsic radioactivity. The
building rests on a slab of dolomite, and two
of the counting rooms are shielded with
walls of this material 45 cm thick. For the
measurement of plutonium in the lungs, a
massive iron-shielded room with walls
20 cm thick contains the sensitive detectors.
The laboratory also contains equipment for
detecting minute amounts of radioactive
substances in soil, water, etc.

The stringent precautions taken during
the construction of the building to provide
the lowest background practicable would
have been futile if radioactive contamination
were to be brought into the counting rooms.
All persons to be examined are therefore
required to shower and don clean clothing
before they are counted.

Employees are regularly screened for
internal contamination in a "shadow shield"
or partially shielded counter at a frequency
determined by the likelihood of their being
contaminated during their work. A recent
30-month survey of nearly 900 employees
adjudged to be at higher than normal risk of
internal contamination showed that the
levels of contamination found were for the
most part negligible. No employee received
more than 10 per cent of the maximum

In the new low background building at Chalk
River, a whole body counter' is used for the
direct measurement of the body content of
radionuclides.
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Above. This shipping flask was used for the
transportation of spent fuel from Douglas Point to
WNRE, where the fuel is to be stored in a
concrete canister as part of the program to
demonstrate the canister concept of dry surface
storage.

Right. A container filled with spent fuel is
lowered into a concrete canister at WNRE.

permitted body burden ot any radionuclide
detectable with this type of counter, a record
which attests to the efficiency of the control
measures for the containment of radio-
activity at CRNL

ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH

The small mammal ecology program at
WNRE examines the stability of population
regulating mechanisms under chronic
gamma-irradiation in the natural environ-
ment. The main aim of the study is to
determine if low levels of chronic irradiation
will affect the natural regulation of popu-
lations.

Population densities of the experimental
animal, the meadow vole, are known to
cycle with a 3-4 year period. Detailed
studies now indicate that various charac-
teristics of the mammal vary in an annual
cycle which is superimposed on the 3-4
year density cycle. Recent work indicates
that acute radiation sensitivity of free-living
mammals also varies throughout the year.

Parallel work on a second species of
small mammal shows similar variations,
implying that these phenomena are prob-
ably characteristic of northern populations of
small mammals in general. These studies
are thus providing important information on
the effect of radiation on the environment.

MEDICAL SCANNING

A radioisotope of technetium, technetium-

99. a daughter product of molybdenum-99.
is widely used in nuclear medicine, in
association with a carrier, to visualize inter-
nal organs. A method has been developed
at WNRE which enables localization of the
isotope within specific organs of the body,
depending on the preparation of the carrier.

The carrier is a phospholipid material
which is prepared as a colloidal dispersion
of spherically-shaped membrane particles
of a particular size and homogeneity.
Complex-action of the carrier with a reduced
form of the Tc-99 is efficient and rapid so
that labelling of the carrier membranes can
be done immediately prior to use. This is
particular advantageous for radionuclides
with short half-lives, such as Tc-99 (half-life
six hours).

Within the body, the technetium-carner
comp'ex is carried to the organ in which it
localizes. By varying the size of the mem-
brane carrier particles, specific localization
in either the liver or the lungs can be
obtained. The method has also been ex-
tended so that a sequential scan of both
lungs and liver can be achieved after only a
single administration of the Tc-99 complex.

WASTE MANAGEMENT

Complementary to the proven storage of
spent fuel in water bays, methods are
being developed for dry storage of fuel and
high level wastes. These have the advan-
tages of fewer maintenance problems and
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less secondary waste production over the
long term. Four concrete canisters have
now been completed at WNRE and are
under les!. Two are being used for electrical
heating and integrity tests and two have
been loaded with spent fuel from the WR-1
and Douglas Point reactors. Temperature,
stress and radiation field measurements
have been made and confirm design calcu-
lations. Following this successful demon-
stration, plans are being made to store ali
WR-1 spent fuel in canisters, which will
remain as a long-term test and demonstra-
tion of the concept.

Work on the permanent disposal of high
level radioactive wastes is continuing, in
co-operation with the Geological Survey of
Canada and other branches of the Depart-
ment of Energy, Mines and Resources. The
objective is to construct a permanent reposi-
tory for commercial nuclear wastes in a
suitable geological formation. Current re-
search is directed toward determining and
quantifying the relevant factors in selecting
a suitable site and rock type, with attention
focussed mainly on three materials: plutonic
(hard) rock in the Canadian shield, salt
deposits and serpentenized ultramafic rock.

At CRNL the development program is
designed to demonstrate techniques for
conditioning low level reactor wastes to
immobilize radioactive contaminants. The
basic strategy is to reduce the volume of the
wastes and to incorporate the resulting
concentrates in a leach-resistant matrix.
Incineration of solid combustibles, concen-
tration of the radioactive contaminants in
the liquid wastes using reverse osmosis and
evaporation, and then incorporation of the
solid and liquid concentrates in bitumen has
been judged the most promising combina-
tion for Canadian application. A waste
treatment centre is being built to demon-
strate these techniques.

The bituminized waste will be isolated
from the environment by placement in
concrete storage facilities well sealed
against the ingress of surface waters. Any
escape of radionuclides will be severely
restricted by the leach-resistance of the
treated wastes and by the design and
location of the storage facility.

Highly radioactive wastes will probably be
incorporated into insoluble glass blocks
prior to permanent disposal. In 1958 two
sets of 25 such blocks containing fission
products were buried in soil below the water
table in the CRNL waste management area.
Since then the leaching rate of radionuclides
from the blocks has been monitored. The

results show that large amounts ol wastes
incorporated in glass would not release
significant activity even when the blocks are
exposed to water

Other related work is aimed at following
the movement of any fission product radio-
nuclides that are released into underground
waters and at studying the geological and
chemical factors that influence this move-
ment. In addition to sampling and analysis
by CRNL. staff of Environment Canada and
the University ot Waterloo's Department of
Earth Sciences are contributing to the study.

The involvement of enzymes in the repair ol
damage caused to cellular DNA by gamma
irradiation is studied by means ot column
chromatograph equipment in a laboratory at
CRNL.
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AECL and Industry

The engineering and industrial effort of the
Canadian nuclear industry quadrupled be-
tween 1965 and 1975 During this same
period the Canadian content of manufac-
tured components, excluding heavy water,
in the nuclear system of a power generating
station rose from 70 to 75 per cenl. (For the
total station the over-all Canadian contenl.
including engineering, construction, build-
ings, installation, manufactured compo-
nents, heavy water and fuel, is approx-
imately 90 percent.)

This ordered growth of the nuclear indus-
try was achieved by close co-operation
between AECL and Canadian manufactur-
ing and engineering organizations. Co-
operative arrangements resulted in the re-
search, development and design capabili-
ties of AECL complementing the industrial
and engineering capabilities of fhe private
sector, and in a large and effective inler-
change of technology between industry and
AECL.

During the past year 90 research and
development contracts totalling about
56 million were negotiated with 25 Canadian
companies. Also, contracts worth more than
57 million were awarded to 12 firms for
engineering, design and special technical
services in the nuclear field. Over the years
the effect of these co-operative programs
has been to increase the capability of
Canadian industry to do an increasing
amount of the more sophisticated engineer-
ing and applied development work asso-
ciated with nuclear power. As an example,
contracts with the Nova Scotia Research
Foundation are cultivating a large technical
expertise in the Maritimes in support of
heavy water production in that area.

A useful method of transferring technical
know-how is through the attachment of staff
to AECL. At present there are 32 profes-
sionals and senior technicians from Cana-
dian industrial and engineering firms
attached to AECL. Also with the company

Above. A Bruce end fitting under hydrostatic test
of 2200 psi at the manufacturer's plant.

Left. A zirconium-niobium pressure tube fabri-
cated by a Canadian supplier is prepared for
installation in the NRU reactor to evaluate its
in-reactor behaviour.
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Gamma scanning equipment used to evaluate
operating conditions in heavy water extraction
towers is assembled in a commercial laboratory
in Halifax

are 25 professionals from Canadian power
utilities.

Technology transfer is also encouraged
by industrial representation on committees
dealing with problems which will eventually
involve Canadian industry. For example,
future fuel cycles will require fuels that are
much more difficult to manufacture than the
fuels used today. A committee composed of
representatives from four industrial firms
and AECL completed a conceptual assess-
ment of the fabrication processes, plant
design and the estimated costs for commer-
cial fabrication. Technical symposia are held
with active participation by industry to dis-
cuss topics such as changing requirements
for nuclear products, specifications and the
reliability of materials and components for
nuclear applications.

The increasing confidence of Canadian
industry in the nuclear program has
resulted in:
1. A significant amount of self-sponsored

R & D work without government support.
In some cases this is a direct outgrowth
of the earlier co-operative development
programs. Examples can be found in
nuclear fuels and c'.eam generator de-
sign and repair.

2. An expansion of industrial fabrication
and test facilities to meet the increasing
market and technical quality require-
ments. Recent examples are in the fields
of calandria. valve, fuel and pump manu-
facture.

3. The introduction into Canada of the
manufacture of materials and compo-
nents formerly obtained outside the
country. Recent examples are the fabri-
cation of high nickel alloy tubing for
steam generators and heat exchangers,
the drawing of extruded pressure tubes
and the finishing of zirconium alloy fuel
cladding tubes.

These developments are resulting in a
further increase in the Canadian content of
materials and components in the nuclear
steam jupply system of CANDU power
stations.

Several interesting projects are currently
under development jointly between industry
and AECL:
1. A diffusion bonded transition joint as an

alternative to the rolled joint between the
zirconium alloy pressure tube and the
stainless steel end fitting.

2. A decontamination process for nuclear
reactors which reduces the radiation
fields in the heat transport system. The
fuel does not have to be removed from
the reactor so the process is relatively
rapid and inexpensive.

3. A novel flowmeter for measuring liquid
flows in heavy water plants. Measure-
ments are made by correlating signals
from ultrasonic transducers clamped to
the exterior of the pipe. No penetration of
the containment system is required.

4. Improved stem seals and mechanics
joint seals on valves used in heavy water
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systems. This development has resulted
in one firm obtaining a number of foreign
sales due to the improved design.

5. A method of computing residual stresses
in large welded pressure vessels such as
(he reaction lowers of heavy water
plants. These stresses must be accom-
modated to avoid unacceptable distortion
due to subsequent heating or machining.
Actual welded sections are made and the
residual stresses measured for compari-
son with calculated values.

6. A cold pilgering process for finishing
zirconium alloy pressure tubes to size
rather than the conventional cold drawing
process. An irradiation test will evaluate
the in-reactor creep and elongation
behaviour.

7. Gamma scanning (cobalt-60 source and
a detector) is being used to measure fluid
density in operating heavy water plant
columns. It is useful for determining op-
erational characteristics (liquid levels,
foam heights) as well as locating defec-
tive trays. The service is being initiated
on a commercial ba;:s and is also being
exploited in non-nuclear process indus-
tries <o investigate hydraulic conditions in
operating columns.

During the past year AECL has main-
tained a significant liaison effort with indus-
try regarding the change to the SI system of
units and measurements. The AECL pro-
gram is being designed to suit the conver-
sion schedules of the various industries and
utilities in the nuclear program.

The area around a power reactor is isolated
from the atmosphere and sealed to prevent the
leakage of radioactivitv. However, men and
machines /nust sometimes be brought close to
the reactor for maintenance purposes. To pre-
serve the integrity of the containment at all times,
the only means of access is through these
air-locks, shown here under construction in the
factory, which are built into the walls of the
reactor building. The massive steel doors incor-
porate inflatable gdskets to ensure an air-tight
seal.
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AECL and the Universities

The practice of having research and de-
velopment work relevant to AECL s program
done by graduate students at Canadian
universities was continued in 1975-76 to the
mutual benefit of both parties. AECL gains
by being able to draw on expertise and skills
not always available within the company
and the universities are assisted in providing
well-qualified graduates to meet the continu-
ing requirements of industry and the public
utilities.

Funding restrictions made necessary
some curtailment in university contract
work. The total amount of funding commit-
ted for the year was slightly more than
S500.000. with 15 different universities ac-
ross Canada involved.

Some typical examples of contract
work are:

• Ultrasonic pulse techniques are being
investigated as an "early warning sys-
tem" to monitor pipes in the primary heat
transport systems of nuclear power
plants. If cracking should occur, the
techniques would indicate the sub-citical
growth of non-penetrating cracks, giving
operaiors ample opportunity to decide in
advance if and when the reactor should
be shut down for repairs. An acoustic
emission method is also being investi-
gated to determine its value in monitoring
any slow crack growth that might occur in
pressure tubes, and to give more infor-
mation on the fundamental nature of
cracking mechanisms.

• It is predicted that nuclear power genera-
tion will increase substantially in the
coming years and it is therefore essential
to demonstrate a safe repository for
long-lived radioactive wastes. Serpenti-
nite type rock appears to have properties
which may make it a practical alternative
to the more widely favoured salt for such
waste storage and a program to assess
the homogeneity and distribution of ser-
pentmized ultramafic rocks in two Cana-
dian locations is going forward. Some
granite rocks will also be studied.

• The separation of the deuterium isotope
from hydrogen is fundamental to the
heavy water production program. The
idea of isotope separation by selective
excitation of a suitable chemical is attrac-
tive and the favored way of achieving
such excitation has been by laser light;
appropriate in particular, for vibrational
excitation is infra-red radiation. An alter-
native route, through the use Gf a prior
chemical reaC'on as a source of vibra-
tionally excited reagents, is being inves-
tigated.

The prototype Slowpoke reactor designed
and built at CRNLwaslentto a university in
. 971 to evaluate its usefulness, safety and
reliability in a university environment. In the
fourth year after the start of operation it
operated for 2.600 hours and performed
6,800 separate irradiations to meet the
needs of 50 users. Because of increasing
demands placed on the prototype, the

university, with the assistance cf an Atomic
Energy Control Board capital grant, has
purchased a commercial model of Slow-
poke. The prototype has been removed
from the university and is stored at CRNL.
As a result of the excellent experience with
the prototype, three other Canadian univer-
sities will acquire commercial Slowpokes
within the next year.

The industrial internship program, under
which qualified engineering students spend
up to fi je months working at an AECL site in
partial fulfilment of the requirements for a
graduate degree, has been successful and
has gradually expanded as staff and
facilities permit.

A graduate student attached to CRNL sets
up an analog computer to study the transient
behaviour of a two-zone reactor model.
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International Collaboration

It has been AECL practice and that of other
like-minded atomic energy agencies to co-
operate in areas of mutual interest and
benefit. Given this background, national
atomic energy agencies have been able to
respond in a positive and meaningful man-
ner to the need for increased international
collaboration in energy research and de-
velopment. Accordingly, collaborative prog-
rams involving exchange visits, information
exchanges, joint research and development
activities and staff attachments are playing
an increasingly important role in AECL's
program.

Meetings at a senior level are held on a
regular basis with co-operating counterpart
agencies to review existing programs and to
restructure programs as necessary. Such
meetings were held with the U.S. Energy
Research and Development Administration
to review the long standing co-operation in
the nuclear field and to discuss future
collaboration with a view to expanding it.

In June 1975 senior British and AECL
delegations met at the Chalk River Nuclear
Laboratories for an annual loview of exrsting
arrangements and discussion regarding fu-
ture co-operation. Given the decision by the
British government tfiat the steam generat-
ing heavy water reactor (SGHWR) would
form the basis of the next program of
nuclear power stations in the UK and the
similarity between SGHWR and CANDU,
active collaboration is planned.

During October the annual meeting was
held in Rome between representatives of
two itaJian agencies, CNEN a;ni ENEL. and
AECL to review collaborative programs and
other matters of mutual interest. The co-
operation agreement between AECL and
CNEN and ENEL, signed in 1970, was
extended for an additional five-year period.

AECL continued to participate in the
activities of international organizations, in-
ciuding the International Atomic Energy
Agency, the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development, the Interna-
tional Energy Agency and the International
Commission on Radiological Protection
through attendance at and contributions to
symposia, seminars and other scientific
organizational and policy meetings. Three
AECL staff members are currently on at-
tachment to the secretariat of the IAEA.

In accordance with Canada's obligations
under the terms of the Treaty of the
Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, in-
spectors from the IAEA continued to inspect
and audit all material at AECL sites that is
subject to safeguards under the Treaty. A
program further to develop inspection tech-
niques for CANDU reactors is proceeding
under joint programs with the IAEA and the
Atomic Energy Control Board.
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Nelson River Transmission Facilities

Under the lerms of a 1966 agreement
between the Government of Canada and
the Government of Manitoba, AECL built
and owns the Nelson R'ver Transmission
Facilities, which carry the output of Man-
itoba Hydros Kettle generating station on
the lower Nelson 10 Winnipeg. Consisting of
two converter stations linked by two
560-mile high-voltage direct current lines
capable of operating at plus-and-minus-450
KV. the facilities are operated by Manitoba
Hydro.

Operation of the facilities showed a
marked improvement in 1975-76. Total
electricity carried in 1975 was 5,710
gigawatt hours compared with 4.614 gWh in

1974. This 24 per cent increase is partly the
result of an increase in generating capacity
at Kettle and comes partly from an im-
provement in the reliability of the system.
Interruptions during the year were reduced
to 296 compared with 371 in 1974.

The utility assumed responsibility for the
facility in 1974 but AECL is still involved in
the capital modification program, one ol the
major items of which is the monitoring and
repair of some tower foundations on the line

Manitoba Hydro reports that the past year
has proved conclusively the contribution
that the HVDC system can make to the total
system as operating experience improves
the performance.
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AUDITOR GENERAL OF CANADA AUDITEUR GENERAL DU CANADA

CANADA

Ottawa, Ontario,
K1A0G6.
June 16, 1976

The Honourable A. W. Gillespie, P.C., M.P.,
Minister of Energy, Mines and Resources,
Ottawa, Ontario.
K1A0A6

Dear Mr. Gillespie,

1. I have examined the balance sheet of Atomic Energy of Canada Limited as at March 31. 1976 and the
statements of operations, retained earnings and changes in financial position for the year then ended. My
examination included a general review of the accounting procedures and such tests of accounting records
and other supporting evidence as I considered necessary in the circumstances.

2. As explained in Note 8(d) to the financial statements the amount of the loss on the Argentina contract
cannot be determined as renegotiations are in progress and no provision has been made in the accounts.
Under generaiiy accepted accounting principles full provision should be made for all known or estimated
losses on uncompleted contracts.

3. As explained in Note 6 to the financial statements, the Company is carrying, as plant and property on
the balance sheet, the full costs of prototype nuclear power stations. It is not known whether the aggregate
of Parliamentary appropriations and selling prices will be sufficient to recover the cost of these prototype
stations.

4. As explained in Note 6 interest accruing on borrowings from Canada to finance the prototype nuclear
power stations, amounting to approximately $62 million as at March 31, 1976, has not beer 'ecorded as a
liability. Included in the $62 million of interest is $9 million relating to the year ended March 31, 1976 which
has not been reflected as an expense in the statement of operations.

5. As explained in Note 8(e) to the financial statements the Company has not recorded termination
benefits accruing to its employees amounting to $10 million.

6. In my opinion subject to the effects, on the financial stataments, of the ultimate resolution of the matters
discussed in paragraphs (2) and (3) and, except for not recording interest relating to prototype nuclear
power stations and not recording termination benefits accruing to employees, as discussed in paragraphs
(4) and (5), these financial statements give a true and fair view of the financial position of the Company as
at March 31, 1976 anci the results of its operations and the changes in financial position for the year then
ended, in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a basis consistent with that
of the preceding year.

7. I further report that, in my opinion, proper books of account have been kept by the Company, the
financial statements are in agreement therewith and the transactions that have come under my notice have
been within its statutory powers.

Yours sincerely,

Auditor General of Can ada.
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Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
(Incorporated under the Canada Corporations Act)

Balance Sheet
as at March 31. 1976

ASSETS
Current:

Cash
Deposit with Receiver General
Short-term investments
Accounts receivable
Portion of long-term receivables due within one year
Inventories (Note 3)
Unbilled construction costs
Prepaid expenses

Long-lerm notes and mortgages receivable {Note 4)

Investments (Note 5)

Plant and property, per schedule

1976 1975

S 1.458.872
1.000.000

40.113,105
29.332.479

7.615,000
39.217,059
3.641,968

641,535

123.020.018

327.249,949

580.626.165

368,815.123

S 1.399.711.255

S 1.136.383
1.000.000
6.022.289

16.488.868
7.061.000

20.556.827
—

389.445

52.654.812

272.792.887

525.140.967

211.472.389

S 1.062.061 055

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.

Approved on behalf of the Board

Director

Director
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Balance Sheet
as at March 31, 1976

LIABILITIES
Current:

Accounts payable
Loans by Canada — due within one year
Advance payments by customers
Contractors' holdbacks

Long-Term Obligations (Note 7)
Loans by Canada

Nuclear Program
Nelson River Transmission Line

Other

Equity of Canada
Capital Stock:

Authorized — 75,000 common shares of no par value
Issued — 54.000 common shares

Retained Earnings

1976

56.630,920
8.165.000

27.140.584
1,518.718

93.455.222

982,864,150
260.944.236

40.073,119

1,283.881,505

15,000.000
7,374.528

22.374,528
S 1.399.71^1.255

1975

23.563.524
6,014.000
5.502,200

402.011
35,481,735

750,846,94?
244.688.436

995,535,378

15.000,000

16,043.942

31.043,942

S 1.062.061,055
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Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

Statement of Operations
for the year ended March 31. 1976

1976 1975

Income:
Engineering services and fees
Sales

Energy
Radiation Equipment and Materials
Heavy Water

Interest
Rentals and miscellaneous
Recovery of prior years' expenditures

Research
Program

S 40.911.749

7.772.355
—
—

1.450.336
4.237.006

—

54.371,446

Commercial
Operations

S —

15,976.604
7,353,702
4,158,856
2.733,096

—

30,222,258

Total

S 40,911.749

7.772.355
15,976.604
7,353.702
5.609.192
6.970,102

—

84.593.704

Total

S 30,414,628

3,953.484
16.000,401

—
9.245,899
6.392.615
4.727,161

70.734.188

Expense:
Radiation Equipment and Materials

Cost of manufacturing —
Development —
Selling —
Administration —

Heavy Water
Cost of manufacturing —
Administration —

Research and Development
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories 64,006.996
Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment 24.442,059
Power Projects Design and Development 50,916,567
Radiation Applications and Isotope Research 3,790.873
Administration 6.394,542

149,551,037
Excess of expense over income 95,179,591

Less: Funds provided by Parliamentary appropriation 93,576,000

Amount provided from (credited to)
retained earnings S 1,603.591

9,045,619
461,573

3,593,295
3,072.306

15,666.111
5.449.177

37,288,081
7,065.823

9.045.619
461,573

3,593,295
3.072.306

15.666.111
5.449.177

64.006,996
24,442,059
50,916.567
3,790,873
6,394,542

186.839,118

102,245,414

93.576,000

9,280,467
386,241

3.685.047
2.672.028

60.025.253
23.677.942
35,645.062
4,125.746
7.018,209

146.515.995
75.781.807

85.921.000

S 7.065,823 S 8,669.414 S (10.139,193)

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.
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Statement of Retained Earnings
for the year ended March 31. 1976

Balance at beginning of /ear

Deduct: Transfer from operations

Balance at end of year

1976

S 16,043,942

8.669.414

S 7,374.528

1975

S 5.904.749

(10.139.193)

S 16.043,942

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.

Statement of Changes in Financial Position
for the year ended March 31, 1976

Source of Funds:

Funds provided through operations —

Parliamentary appropriation
Less: Excess of expense over income

Add: Depreciation on plant and property not requiring a cash outlay

Increase in long-term obligations —
Provided by Canada — Loans

— Interest
Other

Collection of notes and mortgages
Collection on investments

Application of Funds:

Additions to plant and property (including interest of 57,583,284)
Investments (including interest of 533,078,098)
Long-term notes and mortgages granted (including interest of 510,349,797)
Net reduction of long-term loans from Canada

Increase in working capital
Working capital at beginning of year
Working capital at end of year

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.

1976

S 93,576,000
102,245.414

(8,669,414)
3.611.012

(5.058,402)

217.000.000
50,778,067
40.073,119
20.963,351
14412,059

338,168.194

161.041,554
69,897,256
75,332,605
19,505,060

325,776,475
12,391,719
17.173.077

S 29,564>96

1975

S 85.921.000
75.781.807

10.139.193
1.104,415

11.243.608

111.510,000
62.900.916

25.715,791
9.433.116

220,803,431

27.534.214
102.564,244
42,780.253
15,447.228

188^325.939

32.477.492
(15,304.415)

$ 17.173.077
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Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

Plant and Property
as at March 31, 1976

RESEARCH FACILITIES:

Chalk River —
Land and land services
Buildings
Machinery and equipment
NRU reactor
Construction in progress

Whiteshell —
Land and land services
Buildings
Machinery a..d equipment
WR-1 reactor
Construction in progress

Rolphton —
Nuclear Power Demonstration Reactor

Prototype Nuclear Stations: (Note 6)
Douglas Point Generating Station
Gentilly Nuclear Power Station

Heavy Water Plants:
Port Hawkesbury (Note 7)

Less: Deferred interest as of date
of purchase

Present Valu^ of Plant
Capital Improvements

La Prade — Construction in progress

Housing Projects:
Deep River, Ontario
Pinawa, Manitoba

Power Projects — Sheridan Park:
Land and land services
Design engineering building
Development laboratory
Machinery and equipment
Construction in progress

Commercial Products — Ottawa:
Land and land services
Buildings
Machinery and equipment

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.

Cost

$ 4,334.855
35,038.283
59,524,079
66,899,818
2,221,203

4.156,420
17,506,215
18,778,653
19.252,021

160,744

25,707,523

253,579,814

77,133,367
90,187,854

167,321,221

91,104,667

22,885,337

68,219,330
7,853,682

76,073,012

1 15,006,693

191,079,705

1,601.922
2,505,787

4,107,709

373,839
2,573.444
2,643,590

10,945.926
1.773,636

18,310,435

383,921
11,814,727
6,495,288

18,693,936

$ 653,092,820

Amounts
written off

under Research
Program

S 4.334,854
35,038,283
59.524.079
56.545,690
2,221,203

4,156.420
17,506,215
18.778,653
19,252,021

160,744

25,707,523

243.225,685

373,839

2,643,590
10,945,926
1.773,636

15,736,991

S 258.962,676

Accumulated
depreciation

$

10.354.128

10,354.128

2,569,996

2,569,996

825,553
579,496

1,405,049

1.190,313

1,190,313

5,153,691
4,641,844

9,795.535

$ 25,315,021

Depreciated
or

nominal value

S 1

1

77,133,367
90,187,854

167,321,221

73,503.016

115,006,693

188.509,709

776.369
1,926,291

2,702,660

1,383,131

1,083.131

383.921
6,661.036
1,853.444

8,898.401

$368,815,123
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Notes to the Financial Statements
March 31. 1976

1. Significant accounting policies
(a) Translation of foreign currencies.

Foreign currency balances have been translated into
Canadian dollars using the financial exchange rales
prevailing at March 31,1976.

(b) Inventory valuation.
Heavy water is carried in the inventory at a contractual
transfer price with Ontario Hydro which is significantly
lower than current production costs and world market
prices. Inventories of radiation equipment and materi-
als are recorded at the lower of cost or estimated
realizable value Maintenance and general supplies
are carried at cost.

(c) Plant and properly.
(i) Assets used in the research program are written

off to program costs in the year of acquisition,
(ii) The costs of revenue-producing projects are

depreciated on 3 straight-line basis over the
estimated useful lives of the assets as follows:

Houses — 50 years
Buildings — 20 to 40 years
Machinery and

equipment — 5 to 20 years
Heavy water plants — 25 years

(iii) Prototype nuclear power stations are carried on
the balance sheet at cost, without depreciation,

(iv) Interest on amounts borrowed for capital construc-
tion is accrued and capitalized to the in-service
date of the assets.

(d) Revenue recognition.
Profits on long-term contracts are recognized when
certain milestones within the contract are reached.

(e) Interest on amounts borrowed for long-term notes and
investments is accrued and added to the carrying value
of the respective assets. This value is reduced by all
payments received.

(f) As an agency Crown Corporation, annual government
appropriations provide funds to meet employees'
termination compensation as paid.

(g) Certain 1975 comparative figures have been restated
to conform to the 1976 presentation.

2. Foreign assets
The Company's working capital includes the equivalent of
5213,000.00 held in Argentine pesos in connection with the
contract in that country.

3. Inventories
Inventories comprise the following:

Heavy Water
Radiation Equipment and Materials
— Raw materials S 9,499.566
— Work in process 4,245.000
— Finished goods 1,056.519

Maintenance and general supplies

$19,110,794

14.801.085

5,305.180

S 39.217.059

4. Long-term notes and mortgages receivable
The portion of notes and mortgages not due within one year
represents the following:
(a) Notes receivable from Ontario Hydro

for the sale of the Bruce Heavy Water
Plant. Interest at 7.795% is included in
the monthly payments of S2.102.987
to DecemDer 28, 1992. S 230.3 million

(b) Notes receivable bearing interest
rates of 7 % % to 10% from Hydro-
Quebec for advances made by the
Company to assist in financing the
construction or Gentilly 2. Interest is
paid semi-annually and repayments
on principal will commence after the
plant in-service date and will be based
on an amortization period of 25 years
at a weighted average interest rate.
Maximum loan authorization is ap-
proved at $151.0 million. 51.0

(c) Note receivable bearing interest of
10V8% from the New Brunswick Elec-
tric Power Commission for advances
made by the Company to assist in
financing the construction of the
Lepreau Nuclear Generating Station.
Repayment of advances plus accrued
interest will commence after the plant
in-service date and will be based on
an amortization period of 25 years at a
weighted average interest rate. Max-
imum loan authorization (including
accrued interest) is approved at
$350.0 million. 30.4

(d) Mortgages receivable on houses sold,
at interest rates ranging from 5% to
10% per annum and amortized over
periods up to thirty years. 7.4

(e) Amounts due from foreign govern-
ments and companies (this includes
S7.2 million due from the Government
of India relating to a heavy water
contract). 8.1

$327.2 million
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Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

5. Investments
Investments comprise the following:
(a) Nelson River Transmission Line.

Under a lease agreement dated February 15. 1966
between Canada and Manitoba certain transmission
facilities were built by the Company. On January 1.
1974. Manitoba Hydro assumed responsibility for the
operation and maintenance of the facilities and com-
menced lease payments in 1975. The annual pay-
ments will be designed to repay the cost of the facilities
together with interest thereon at 55/B% per annum over
a 50-year period. The interest accruing is expected to
exceed lease payments in the early years and the
difference will increase the Company's investment.

(b) Pickering Nuclear Generating Station.
Ontario Hydro, the Province of Ontario and the
Company are parties to a joint undertaking for the
construction and operation of Units 1 and 2 of
Pickering Nuclear Generating Station, with ownership
of these units being vested in Ontario Hydro. Ontario
Hydro is committed to make payments over a period
terminating in 2001 to each of the parties in proportion
to their capital contributions. These payments repre-
sent the difference between operating and mainte-
nance costs of the two Pickering units and the total
cost, including a capital amortization charge, that
would be involved if the energy generated by Pickering
Units 1 and 2 had been produced by the first two
coal-fired units at Lambton.

(c) Glace Bay Heavy Water Plant.
The Company has undertaken a program of rehabilita-
tion of the plant which is owned by Deuterium of
Canada Limited under 3 project authorization of S170
million. Purchase of the plant is being negotiated. The
program is nearing completion with production of
heavy wafer expected in summer 1976.

G. Prototype nuclear power stations
The Douglas Point prototype station was constructed and is
operated under an agreement between Ontario Hydro and
the Company. Similarly, the Gentilly I prototype station was
constructed and is operated under an agreement between
Hydro-Quebec and the Company. Ontario Hydro and
Hydro-Quebec are committed, under contract, to offer to
purchase the respective stations at a price that is eco-
nomically viable to the Utilities when the stations have
been demonstrated to be a safe and dependable source of
power. The capital cost of the stations, including interest to
the date they began operating, is $77.1 million for Douglas
Point (net of $460,000 write-down during fiscal year
1975-76) and $90.2 million for Gentilly I.

The carrying costs of the protoiype nuclear power stations
include a significant portion which is part of the Company's
Research, Development and Demonstration (RD&D) pro-
gram. The Company is in the process of segregating the
RD&D value and intends to request a Parliamentary
appropriation for such amount. Upon receiving the appro-
priation the Company would reduce both the carrying value
of the stations and the amount of the respective loans by
Canada.

It is not known when the sales might take place or if the
sales prices will p.ovide full recovery of the commercial
portion of these assets.

Interest of $62 million (S53 M. — 1975) on loans to finance
prototype stations and relating to periods following the
in-service dates has not been recorded in the books of the
Company. No appropriations of Parliament in past years
have been requested to provide 'unds tor the payment of
such unrecorded amounts.

7. Long-term obligations
(a) The Company has borrowed various amounts from

Canada at interest rates ranging from 3;2°c to 10'6°o.
subject to the terms and conditions prescribed by the
Governor General in Council. At March 31,1976,
outstanding obligations recorded amounted to
51.243,808.386 which included accrued interest total-
ling S155,049.397.

(b) By Order in Council P.C. 1975-998 dated 29 April.
1975. the agreement with Canadian General Electric
Company for the purchase of the Port Hawkesbury
Heavy Water Plain at a total price of $93 million was
approved. The agreement provided for a down-
payment of S30 million on signing followed by ten
additional annual payments inclusive of amounts as lo
interest aggregating $63 million. The Company carries
the asset on its records at a present value of $68.2
million. Annual charges to operations include deprecia-
tion based on the present value and an amortized
portion of the deferred interest.
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8. Major commitments
(a) In July 1969, the Company entered into a contract with

Ontario Hydro under which the Company is committed
to purchase all of the radioisotope Cobalt-60 produced
at the Pickering Generating Station for a period of 30
years from the in-service date (1971) of the installation.
The contract is independent of market demand and
may be terminated by agreement between the parties.
At March 31, 1976. the quantity of Cobalt-60 available
for delivery to customers is less than two years' supply
which is normal as it takes more than twelve months to
produce a marketable product. However, as product to
be delivered to the Company in future years increases,
there may not be an adequate growth in market
opportunities. At March 31, 1976 no provision has
been reflected in the accounts relative to the potential
future imbalance.

(b) The Company was authorized in 1974 to undertaks
construction of a 725 metric-ton-per-year heavy water
plant near Gentilly, Quebec under a total project
authorization of S453 million. The plant, known as the
La Prade Heavy Water Plant, is expected, subject to
annual funding allotments, to be completed by 1982.
Capital expenditures as at March 31, 1976 for
construction and other costs total $108 million. The
capital expenditure projected for the 1976-77 fiscal
year amounts to $47 million. Restraint in 1976-77
government expenditure approvals has necessitated
an extension of the construction schedule. This
extension, together with additional site facilities and
auxiliary steam supply system, will result in a signifi-
cantly higher project cost.

(c) The Company has, effective January 26. 1976.
contracted to supply a 600 megawatt (electric) nuclear
power plant to the Korea Electric Company. This
contract stipulates firm prices for the Canadian content
of the nuclear steam supply system, with provision for
adjustment for escalation. Also included are cost
reimbursable amounts relating to the non-nuclear
portions of the station.

(d) The Company has, effective April 11, 1974. contracted
together with its partner, Italimpianli — Societa Italians
Impianti, Italy, to supply a 600 megawatt (electric)
nuclear generating station to Comision Nacionale de
Energia Atomica, Argentina. The contract stipulates a
firm price subject to adjustment for escalation up to
certain ceilings.

(e)

Severe inflationary conditions throughout the world
have created a situation in which a loss to the
Company (approximately S100 million) had been
estimated if the contract had remained unchanged.
Botii the client and the contractors have, however,
recognized the extraordinary circumstances and are
renegotiating the terms of the contract. The Manage-
ment of the Company expects a material reduction in
the estimated loss to the Company. The terms of the
amended agreement are subject to approval by the
competent authorities of the countries of the three
contracting parties. No provision for anticipated loss
has been made in the accounts.
The liability for employees' termination compensation
is estimated to be $10 million as at March 31. 1976.

9. Contingent liabilities
In connection with the construction of a prototyp- nuclear
power station the Company has been assessed S5.5 million
provincial sales tax. The Company has appealed the
assessment and the case has been presented to the Court
which has not yet rendered a judgement. Management
believes it has a meritorious defence and accordingly, no
provision has been included in the accounts.

10. Supplementary information
The Company had 13 directors during the year, whose
aggregate remuneration for the year as directors was
S14.400 (1974 — S12.500). The Company had 10 officers
during the year, whose aggregate remuneration for the year
as officers was $397,000 (1974 — $488,000 including
$113,000 of retirement benefits). Two of the officers were
also directors.
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AECL Installations
and Projects

1. Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories

2. Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment

3. Power Projects

4. Commercial Products

5. Nuclear Power Demonstration

6. Douglas Point

7. Gentilly-1 (left) and Gentilly-2

8. Glace Bay

9. La Prade

10. Point Lepreau

11. Cordoba

12. Nelson River 1 ransmission Facilities —
Dorsey Convenor Station

13. Port Hawkesbury

14. WolsungNPP
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